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Intelligent Handling of Herds.
It seems to be accepted u a (act by

students of dairying that the average
produce* about 150 to 160 pound·
of butter during the milking season or
on practical agricultural topic
lacteal period, and that this about pays
Correspondence
la solicite· 1.
A ldreee all communications In
for the cost of the feed given her on the
tended (or this department to Hexby D.
farm. The real profits of dairyHammond, Agricultural Kdltor Oxford Dem average
ocrat, Parle, lia.
ing, therefore, are made from cows that
give over the average, just as the profits
from corn growing are on crops over the
Orchards.
of
Tillage
average, the profits in both cases being
proportionate to the excess over the
"SPEED

THE

PLOW."

cow

CULTIVAT- average yield.
It is a very important problem, however, to determine whether this lowMAINK.
rated yield of the average cow is due to
NOKWAT,
Basing its conclusions on orchard sur- the cow or the man who provides her
Offlce Hoar»—9 to 13—1 to 4.
veys in Wayne and Orleans Counties, N. feed and shelter and does the milking.
Y., Cornell Agricultural College experte We have been much impressed with the
Γ. SMITH,
have reached the conclusion that when- reports that have been furnished by the
ever possible an orchard should be cul- various experiment
stations, showing
▲ttorney at Law,
tivated to produce the best results; and that where these average cows have
MAINE.
NOBWAY,
method
the
recommend
from
the
been bought up
following
they
average farmer
Collections a Specialty. of
Home Block.
and given superior care some of them
tillage:
Cultivation should begin as early as develop into 300 pound cows, some 230,
KKKICK Λ PABK.
possible in the spring. Plough the or- aDd some 200, and all of them inorease
chard shallow, turning the furrows to- their yield
In other
more or less.
Attorneys at Law.
ward the rows. Cut the sod, if neces- words, when these cows are fed right
MAINE.
with
a
a
then
harrow
BETHEL,
and sheltered right they do business.
disk;
sary, with
BUerv C. Park.
Addieon B. Herrlck.
spring tooth. Cultivate thoroughly about Hence we are beginning to conclude that
or
a
tooth
two
weeks
with
fault is not so much in the cow as in
the
every
spring
other suitable instrument until July l. the dairyman; though there are some
RIGHT A WHEELKR,
Cultivate close to the trees, but be care- cows of such pronounced beef type that
ful not to bark them. Don't cultivate if you improve their feed they will simat
Counsellors
and
Law,
Attorneys
after July l. About the middle or lat- ply take on fat. There are other cows
SOUTH PARIS, MAINE.
ter part of July plant some cover crop, that put the proceeds of the feeding in
which at harvesting time will have made the pail.
Alton C- Wheeler.
James S. Wright.
sumcient growth to form a compact mat
The reader may inquire: What is it
on the ground. The kinds of cover that these college fellows do to these
&
J. H.
work
are
average cows that produces such decidcrops best suited for orchard
mammoth clover, vetch and crimson ed results? Three things: First, they
CIVIL ENGINEERS AND SURVEYORS.
and
the
clover
of
leguminous plants,
35 High Street, South Parle, Maine.
give tliera better shelter than the farmbuckwheat, rye and oats of the non- er usually gives his cows; second, they
Telephone 111-12.
leguminous.
give them a balanoed ration; and third,
Where cultivation would not be prac- handle them more skillfully.' If the
Hap· and Plan· made to order.
to till, farmer will do these things, which be
Mips of the tlmberlands and pocket map· of ticable, as un a hillside too steep
the orchard should be either pastured or usually can, he will get quite as good reck ii county for sale.
(Publishers of the Atlas of Maine.)
mulched. In the two counties named it sults as are obtaiAble at these experihas been found that hogs are the best ment stations. If he will use the scales
animals for pasturing au orchard. Hogs and the Babcock test he can determine
a
ι do considerable rooting, and hog past- precisely what results he is getting, and
ured orchard is practically a cultivated know what cows to sell for beef and
orchard. Then hogs are fed mostly out- which to retain in his dairy.
Me.
14 Main St.,
side of the orchard and the manure
If we are asked what changes they
dropped is a constant addition to the make in the ration we can perhaps anplant food in the soil. Hogs also eat swer far better by telling what they
the wormy apples which drop early, and don't do than what they actually feed.
thus a great many of tbe worms are de They don't expect to get milk without
stroyed. Sheep come next to hogs. feed, or her full profit without feeding
Cattle and horses should never be allow- the cow to her full capacity, or, in plain
ed to run in tbe orchard. They are English, giving her all she wants to eat.
worse than
nothing; they browse tbe Tbey regard the cow as a machine that
branches as high as tbey can reach, and must furnish power enough to run the
Lead
of
Kinds
All
Pipe Repairing,
often break and bark the larger limbs.
machine itself and in addition power
and Iron.
There is considerable discussion at enough to do business. Hence they give
the present time regarding the beneficial her all she wants to eat.
results of mulching. The method of
Then they try to give ber milk making
Telephone 134-11.
mulching consists in cutting the grass material. Hence tbey do not give her a
falls.
as
it
and allowing it to decay
diet of corn and timothy hay alone.
J.
Never throw it around the trees, and They do not give her a diet of corn and
where
cultivamillet hay alone, or a corn fodder and
don't practise mulching
These are not
oats straw with corn.
practicable and possible.
Of course, every orchard requires milk-producing feeds; and no matter
some fertilizing to
keep it up to the how good a cow you have and how great
Tempi· Stre«t, rear Masonic Block,
her milk potency, yon won't get results
highest point of profitable production
V two-year average yield of the fertiliz- at oue end of the machine unless you
NORWAY.
Telephone Connection.
ed apple orchards in Wayne gives fifty- put in the raw material at the other end.
You then ask: What do they feed?
five bushels more an acre than the unHOLLISTER'S
fertilized. Barnyard manure, it is claim- That depends on what feed is available.
ed, is the beet all around fertilizer, but In the alfalfa sections they will give her
Mountain Tea
should not be used too often or in too IS or 20 pounds of alfalfa and perhaps 8
A Eujt Medioine for Busy People.
great quantities. The best results are pounds of corn, and that brings the anErisgs Quiidi Health and Renewed Vigor.
with swer. You could not get a better balci île for Constipation. Indigestion. Live j obtained when it is used alternately
A
a· ! Kiilurv Trouble-·. Pluipl·*·. tciemn, Impure
commercial fertilizers,
barnyard ma- anced ration than that, except, perhaps
B: ·!. lui Breath. Sluge'eh Bowk. Headache
nure, for example, being used one year by adding some few other things of the
1 Lfci IcarUe. It's Rocky Mountain Tea in tabfertilizer the follow- same general character to give variety;
Qrnuin* mode by and a commercial
let form, 8Λ cvuts a box.
Hol: istcr Duc» Company, Madison, Wis.
ing. From live to ten tons an acre is a that's all. Where silage and clover or
will give
GOLDE'J NUGGETS FOR TALLOW PEOPLE good dressing. It should be applied alfalfa bay are available, they
earlj in the spring, before growth starts the cow from 30 to 40 pounds of silage
and while the ground is still hard and what clover or alfalfa hay she will
enough to drive on. and should be eat, and that brings the answer. In
spread evenly over the whole surface, other sections they will give bran and
corn in the proportion say of three parts
not heaped beneath the trees.
A commercial fertilizer for the or- of bran to one of corn, together with
chard should be rich in potash and phos- corn fodder. But always and everyphoric acid, the barnyard mauure and where tbey give a milk making ration,
cover crops supplying all the needed which does not differ very widely from
nitrogen. Muriate of potash is the best the ration that should be given to any
form of that miueral to apply, and two kind of young stock, and give the nitroghundred pounds an acre is a good dress- enous portion of it in proportion to the
ing. Phosphoric acid is obtained in the amount of milk given.
As we were riding down town on the
form of high grade super-phosphate and
the bone
compound. Two hundred street car the other day a gentleman
pounds of ground bone and one buudred complained to us that his hens refueed
pounds of South Carolina rock phos- to lay when eggs were forty cents a
phate, in connection with muriate of dozen He said that out of two dozen
potash, form a good commercial fertil- bens he got one egg a day. He further
izer for the orchard. And once in five complained that he had just paid out
South Paris, Maine.
years about twenty five bushels of lime live dollars for corn to feed those chickan acre may be applied.—Tribune Farm- eus, and yet the pesky things would not
er.
lay. We told bim that he was using the
bent means we knew of to keep bens
A Reliable
from
laying by giving them an unbalancHome-Made Cheese.
ed ration.
Orriu Bent, the batter expert of BosIn this he was not much more shortton, who has scored the exhibits at our
than the farmer who gives his
the past sighted
annual
meetings
dairymen's
i* quickly abiortod.
cow all the corn she will eat, and what
with
so great acceptance to all
two
yeais
Gi«es Relief at Once.
timothy hay she wants, and expects her
exhibitor», performed the same service
It cleanses, soothes,
to furnish a paying quantity of milk.
this year ια each of the New England
h-als and protects
H^nce we conclude that the cow gets a
He makes a strong plea for
states.
whole lot of blame that should be visitthe iliseas»>u mem·
in
this
art
a
lost
what is fast becoming
brun» n.-eultinn from
ed upon her owuer.—Wallace Farmer.
the
making
state, as elsewhere, namely,
Catarrh and drives
of domestic cheese for consumption in
hw.iv a Cold in the
Keeping Accounts.
us
with
interview
an
In
Hu'i quickly. KcllAy rfWPn tho family.
G. A. Billing*, specialist on dairy
some weeks ago Mr. Bent expressed his
store· the Senses of VIM Τ Γ bVUII
that at our exhibition at Dexter fai m management, Washington, D C.,
T^are aud SmelL Full size 50 cts., at Dru^- surprise
in «peaking of the value of keeping
a siugle sample of cheese was on
gs^ts r by mail. In liquid form, 75 rents, only
exhibition, and in the great dairy state records and accounts, at a recent institiy Brothers, 50 Warren Street, New York. of
Vermout but two specimens appear- tute, said: "If we close a discussion of
farm management without giving emed on the exhibition tables.
Mr. Bent welt calls attention to the phasis to the need of keeping records
E. W. I HANDLER,
value of domestic cheese for home con- and accounts, we have omitted the keysumption, and also to the high prices stone of the whole structure. We may
this choice article commands among lay out the farm to economize labor; we
The associate editor of the may understand the nature of soil and
consumers.
Farmer can endorse all this in full, as in its relation to humus and soil moisture;
of
WINDOWS
any
and
I *1 rurnlnh DOORS
his earlier farming he made and market- we may carefully plan our rotatione to
9Ue or Style at reasonable price».
ed many tons of the product, and has improve soil fertility; we may raise the
always furnished a generous supply for standard of our herd by introducing
good animals for foundation stock, but
family use on his own table.
In the days before the introduction of unless we know accurately the cost of
mak- feed, manures and labor on each field,
If In want of any kind of Finish for Inside oi associated dairying in our slate the
OuM te work, send In your order». Pine Lum
of domestic cheese was an important which will enable us to find the cost of a
ing
bcr an·! <h!n«lee on hand Cheap for Caah.
industry, and many a farmer got his first bushel of corn or oata, a ton of bay or
cost of
start on his farm from the sale of this ensilage; unless we know tbe
are feed and labor in caring for a young
and Job
always a cash product. Now there
but few women, (or men), who know animal; unless we establish a-system of
how to make cheese, or in fact who wish weighing and testing milk which will
Hatched Pine Sheathing for Sale.
There is, however, here give us the annual production of milk
to learn how.
5
Κ. W.
and there an example where cheese is and butter with an error of not over
made at the farm with marked success per cent, we have failed of the ultimate
Maine
....
know
W«m 3una«r,
in so far as money returns for milk are a object of records, namely, to
Ια eome cases whether it pays ns to grow a crop on
success.
measure of
find out tbe uncheese is made the full year round, and some particular field, to
from
sold at twenty to twenty-five days old at profitable animals and tbe animals
a
which we should only raise the offspring,
a
regular price of fourteea cents
is cared a and the work actually accomplished by
pound. In other cases it still
higher each laborer, horse and machine."
longer time and sold at a
is alprice, as in the past year. There
article in
Colman's Rural World wisely says:
ways a ready demand for the
There is an idea prevalent among a great
either case.
The turning of milk into this product many people that it is no trouble to
still raise
Look for
at the prices referred to, and at the
bogs; that anybody can raise them,
as and in
When you are troubled with your
"any old way." Surely this is a
higher figures named by Mr. Bent
eye·. Hare your eyes examined
in the larger markets, brings sad mistake and is proved so every year
available
by DR. PARMKNTKB,
the highest returns for the milk of any by the many farmers over this country
Optician and Specialist
of it that ie open to our who are raising hogs as well as doing
disposition
Come here. Consult me.
We have repeatedly made a their other farming by this "any οία
dairymen.
Maine.
Norway,
from
way" plan. Successful bog raising
pound of cheese, greeu weight,
GET THE SHUR-ON.
seven to nine pounds of milk, according means lots of work, oareful attention
from fresh and a keen eye to business, profiting by
to whether the milk waa
The cured cheese of past failures. To start with, let your
cows or strippers.
more milk
course would figure slightly
neighbor handle the scrubs, but you get
A new
sell some
for the pound, but in return would
pure breed, of which there are
of
The best of at a higher price.
many, all having their good points.
Goods.
that
The beginner should consult his taste as
It is thus shown there is no way
oak woodwork for closets. No old
so
to a selection of breed and should also
can be made to net the maker
milk
a
goods. Call and see this line.
consider location with regard to marmuch at the farm, as to turn it into
No
We kets for the
attended to.
products he expects to prochoice product of domestic cheese.
the atten- duce. Do not let every up and down of
for team.
are glad Mr. Beot has called
the op- the business discourage you, but stick
tion of the women of the farm to
L. IMC. Iiongley,
outlet for to it through thick and tbin. It is tbe
portunity for a profitable
Maine. milk. A knowledge of making ao de- persistent man who succeeds io tbe end.
home
sirable and valuable a product at
a few weeks in
Rich
should not b> lost.—Maine Farmer.
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Stoves,
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Licensed Taxidermist.
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Rocky
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Coal at

A. W. Walker & Son's,
Remedy
Ely's Cream Balm
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Builders' Finish I

Also Window & Door Frames.

Work

Planing, Sawing

CHANDLER,

Don't

Bargains

Lot

Plumbing

Job-

bing promptly
charge
Norway,

Mrs. Newly
spent
the country last summer. After returnone
of
ber friends jokingly
town
most
to
the
ing
The farmer's garden is often
New said: "I suppofce yon went to bed with
a»p CURE TH«
neglected spot on the farm says the
not be the chickens while you boarded at tbe
! England Homestead. It should
She indignantly replied: "No,
on the entire farm."
so, for there is no spot
we had the best rooms in tbe
w>™
farm from which so much can be obtain· indeed,
of front of tbe bouse. Tbe chickens slept
ed that will administer to the comfort
is to away back in the rear somewhere. We
the entire family. If the garden
saw them after sundown."—New
fulfill the end for which It is maintained, never
it ia to be England Homestead.
if
and
cared
for,
be
must
it
a
ca -ed for, it mast be given
When a horse oomea in wet, tired and
the farmer's time. In
ue share of
is denied to it dirty, scrape him, straighten his bair,
too many instances this
thick bandages
revenue is not cover bim up warm, roll
MP AU. THROAT AND LUHfl TUQUBtEtfor the reaaon that direct
is on bis lege aud let him rest and steam
from the garden. Attention
obtained
0XJARANTMD 8ΑΠ8ΡΑ0Τ0ΒΥ
out. Very few men know how to "cool
centered on producing those products
OB Χ0ΝΧΤ BXTXTBTDSD.
out" a horse properly. External coolBat
why
return.
which bring in a cash
Tbe
ness is not enoagh for safety.
save·
outlay
should productioo which
must be regular, and tbe
circulation
than
production
be any leas valuable
normal, before the animal
We Do all Kindt of....
that brings in revenue? A good garden temperature
for oan be pat away safely for the night.—
toe
of
living
furnlahea a large part
JOB PRINTING.
Farm Journal.
Atmooé A Forbes, South Parla. the family.
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her work In getting up the great af- cardesceut and blazed up suddenly
fair that when she was told I was no- with η fierce light as If It were η volwhere to Ik> found «he had hysterics cano having an eruption. All the woand slapped Louise.
men inside (there was quite a crowd
'Potter was went Tor to the Casino and of them, bareheaded or In perfectly
came home iu a rage.
They talked fascinating frilled sunbonnetsi shrieked
things over and made up their minds and then giggled. A man who was
contrived to break It off somehow. that I had either caught a ship sailing surrounded by girls said something we
Potter never cared for any one else so for home or else bad gone to Chicago couldn't hear which made everybody
much. The girl eeemed to understand to join Sally. If it hadn't been that laugh, and Mr. Trowbridge exclaimed:
"That's Whit, sure, holding court
his temper exactly, and though he was they were afraid of a scandal coming
heart and soul for winning you, after out in some horrid society paper they Couldn't be anybody else."
"And I guess that's the honorable,"
the race was begun, I shouldn't won· would have applied to the police for
der a bit—now he's lost you—if that af- help, but as it was they didn't dare, said the voice we had beard-such a
fair didn't come on again some day. and Potter said be could manage every- nice voice; it was enough to make you
laugh with pleasure Just to hear It—
thing himself.
He might do worse."
A ship really bad sailed that day, so, and the bead we could see towering
."I wish the girl Joy of him," said
I. "But how was it you went away as well as telegraphing to Sally, Pot- over the sunbonnets began to move toter went to the offices, then to the ward us. The girls edged away good
unworldly that she might be Induced from Newport?"
[CONTINUED.]
to marry for love—if she cared."
"Oh, I told Knth what 1 thought of docks, and made all sorts of inquiries. naturedly, and there was a man almost
"Then why isn't he happy?"
After we had done all this sightseeher for trying to trap yon. It was that From what he beard about some peo- ab fine looking as Mr. Brett smiling
"Because be doesn't know whether and
ing. It was past 5 o'clock, and 1 was
nothing else. And she didn't like ple who had engaged berths at the at us and holding out his big hand.
as a
Everything was big about him—bis
it. She almost asked me to go. and last minute be couldn't be quite sure
longing for tea. "We shall have It she can ever care for him—except
friend. He's sure she likes him pretty
Boon now," I Bald to myself, as we eat
though I knew it was to get me out of I wasn't one of them, having gone un- voice, his brown throat, his shoulders
der an assumed name. To add to the and his good white smile, shining wit I
benches and well, but there's nothing in that I'm the way, I had to do it."
on the side veranda on
rocking chairs, fanning ourselves with mighty ignorant about such things my"Mr. Brett has been a saint to me," trouble, no answer came from Sally. kindness and two rows of perfect
Mrs. Hale, according to Instructions, teeth: his uature, too. as you could sec
self, but they say if a girl doesn't mind said I.
palm leaf fans.
"Tea's ready, good people. If you're showing that she's your friend and
Sally smiled her three-cornered smile. bad opened the telegram and, knowing by his beaming, humorous gray eyes
values you in a way it's a sign she's
ready for It." announced Mrs. Trow
"I think from what you tell me of something of the story from Sally, and the generous dimple In his sqiiart
anxious to relieve Mrs. Ess tbln.
a thousand miles o(T from falling in some of the
bridge's gentle voice at the door.
things you've said to wasn't
What's your opinion
me in too much of a
"Whit, this Is the little English lady·
Mr. Trowbridge aud Mr. Brett got up. love with you.
him, and some of the things which Kay's mind about
and I did, too disappointed that we on the subject, as you seem to be rath- have happened, that be has been a hurry. Instead of having the message ■hip I've mid you about who's staylnp
weren't to have it out of doors, but er interested In Harborough?"
saint than you wired again she inclosed it in an en- over nt our house." said Mr Trowsaint—more of a
velope and sent it on to Sally by post, bridge. So we were Introduced, and
"My goodness, Mr. Brett, there's η know."
still, I reminded myself, the sitting
But 1 cow looking at us. Oh, what shall we
room would l»e nice and cool.
"You meau I've tried his temper?" I so there was another delay, and they the great Whit shook mv hand with r.
It's
knew nothing for certain until a letter vigorous magnetism which made me
It's the worst cow of all.
found that we were being led through do?
asked anxiously.
from Sally and one from me arrived feel 1 would like to clap and give hit
to the dining room.
putting its head down now. It doesn't
"Not exactly his temper. But never
at about the same time.
three cheers.
Til y re was the long table laid out like us. Ob, what un appalling beast
mind."
Sally's opinion was and Is that Mrs.
He is the sort of man 1 should try
ag:'.i:>, with a regular sit down ineal- I believe it must be a bull."
Going home Mr. Brett and I walked
Ess Kay has something up her sleeve; to make president of the United State I
"It's a very young one," said hi·
cream cheese and cake and blackberalong the road until we'd pnssed 'the
"Now, don't be frightened row meadow. Then we took to the that she won't write to me because she If I were an American, and I'm sure
ries and a l.lg plate of honey, some calmly.
wants to show how hurt and scan- he would get lots of votes from hi?
curious kind of smoked meat cut very This Is going to be nothing at all."
short cuts again. A lovely blue darkdalized she Is by my ungracious con- part of the country If he were nom
"Are you sure?"
thlu and the potatoes which I'd smell
ness was Just touched with the faint
but that she has some Idea for lnated.
"Can't you trust me?"
ed frying.
radiance of a new moon, as If the duct,
even with me sooner or later.
I know you won't let me tx1
"I'm real pleased to meet yoil." sal·'
"Yes.
"What an odd tea!" I thought. But
lid of a box had snapped shut on the getting
If she hadn't that to keep her up Sally he. "and I'm honored to have yon rial*
the oddest part was that after all there hurt. But you"—
sun. and the moment the light was
"Don't worry.
wasn't any tea.
Perhaps we shnl1 gone the fields lit up with thousands thinks she couldn't have resisted an- my store Say, I guess some of ou:
letter with α tirade. For- American leading ladles will hive t· I
It wasn't much past ϋ when we have a little fun. Just wait"
and thousands of tiny, pulsing, flitting swering my
The cows were delighted. Evidently
tunately she can't claw me away from get a hustle on If they want to savi I
finished, aud soon Mr. Brett asked me
sparks.
I I
how 1 would like to walk over to Mrs
they regarded the horrid, thick necked
"What Is It?" I asked, astonished.
the TrowDriagrs and tn:ike me mart) themselves now you're over here.
friend Miss brute as their champion. They dldn'l
Randal's aud see my
"Fireflies," said he. "Did you never Potter—even if be would have me now didn't know they made 'em like that I
on your side.
I tell you what It I- I
Woodbuiu, since she couldn't come to follow hi:n toward us, but lifted their see any before?"
after all my badness—otherwise she
1 won't have much use fo: I
honorable.
The place was less than a mile heads and stared complacently, as
Qie.
are
at
act
wonderful.
to
tried
How
have
"Never.
would perhaps
They
of our fellows If they let her ?" I
away by short cuts which he knew, much as to say: "Isn't he a splendid the
most exquisite,
magical little once. And she can't have me put in some
fellow? Now he's going to give them
back, eh? Now. ma'am, you Just tel" I
and he would take me there.
things!"
prison on bread and water and solitary
me what handle I'm to put to youi I
were
The shadows
beginning to what they deserve."
"Thea I'm g!ad you're seeing them confinement, as no doubt she would
1 think I'll call you priii-1
The rest happened bo quickly It was for the first time with me." he saliL
grow long and thin when we started.
like to do.
Still, 1 don't feel quite name, but
all In a Jumble.
With a smile. Mr
When we got home the stnrs were easy In my tnlud about ber silence, lest cess."
"Then I'll call you prince."
Brett reached out and took my sun- pricking out In the skj, and Tatty and Sally may be right about some disaAccompanied by Mr. Walker an.l I
shade, which I'd closed. Just as the Ide were dowu by the gate, counting greeable plan she's hatching.
bull came at us be opened it in the them. It seems If you can count seven
I've found out everything about all Tatty, whom he chose ns the compa'.i I
The bull swerved a stars for seven nights, then the first the members of the family at Valley ion of our explorations, we went up I
creature's face.
few Inches, surprised, and the next man who touches your uaud afterward farm uow, and I've got acquainted stai'.'rf and downstairs and left no cor I
thing I knew the sunshade was tossed you're bound to marrj. I counted ray with most of the neighbors. They call ner of the Emporium unvlslied.
"Aren't you at raid to leave so man;. I
away. Mr. Brett had-seized the animal tirst seven, and I do hopo it won't rain them neighbors If they live anywhere
things outside on the vcrr.nd. ?" I a ; I
by his horns and was vaulting on bis for a week.
within twelve or tifteen miles.
back with a laugh. "Run to the nearMr. Trowbridge, although a farmer ed. "Suppose they should be stolen':"
The great man only laughed. l>ot it I
est fence," said he.
who works Id tils own fields, is an
"honorable." I was surprised when I lanky customer who overheard draw led I
He did It as easily as If It were play,
out:
heard that. as 1 didn't suppose people
ι
and so it seemed to be for him. The
"What. *tual from Whit Walker o?
had titles In America. But he's a sen
bull tore about, ramping and raving,
Waal, I gues> I
ator or something in his own state HermannV. Corners!
while I obediently flew for the fence
which is very Important, so he is· the skunk mean enough to do that I
and scrambled over without ceremony
called "honorable" officially and on let·' would get himself lynched by every I
There I turned, panting, frightened,
Mr.
ters. as one Is at home If that's all decent chap In this darned county."
yet laughing In spite of myself.
"I've got one friend, you see, prln· I
one can scrape up by way of a courBrett's hat had fallen off, and his
cess." chuckled my king of the Kmpo
short hair was ruffled across his fore^HE day after I came to tesy title.
Valley farm was oue of
head. Itlding the black and white bull,
The two young men who come in tc rlum.
the longest days of my eat with us. but are never seen about
"You've got two." said I.
be
as
as
well
on
arms,
legs
lmuglng
by
life. Not that It wasn't the house nt
"Well. now. that's mighty pretty of
looked like a runaway schoolboy revany other time, are "farm
peasant, for It was. But hands," though they are uot treated nt you.
Say, do you mean it, honor I
eling In a mischievous lark. Ills eyes
when you set up before all like
servants, ar.d Mr. Trowbridge bright?"
sparkled, and his white teeth shone.
at 7 it does give
"Honor bright," 1 repeated.
lends them the newest books and magThe bull was sure he could throw his β and finish breakfast
what
"Then I wonder if I might ank a lit
rider at first, but finding he couldn't you a good many hours to do
azines (of which be has quantities) tc
tie favor of you?"
L>.
His wild you like with.
read in the evening.
was very much surprised.
"Of course. What is It?"
I wasn't allowed to help Mrs. TrowIt Is very ctrnnge about Patty and
We took field paths and skirted the edge gallop subsided to a trot, and, embracwith their work. Ide.
But
"I'll tell you before we part.
oj meadows.
Though Tatty Is so quiet, almost
ing his great neck, Mr. Brett bent far bridge and the girls
come on dowu now, girls.
1 want yon I
Brett weut off directly after meek In her
down to one side to snatch up my sun- Mr.
ways, and drosees so
though the sua was stilJ bright, so 1
should both choose a present to take
breakfast with Mr. Trowbri Ige and
plainly and is quite contented to work
carried a sunshade, aud weut hatless, shade. which lay on the grass, open
to get in
A
few moments the two mysterious young men
I
nu.l undamaged.
In the hot kitchen, cooking and wash- home."
American fashion.
By this time the "Ice cream festival'
steered the bull in some hay or do something useful and farmy, ing dishes, it turns out that ε lis is a
To avoid going out in the road we later he hud
Viwith
vaIt
in
a
was
held
in
the
was
I
sat
60
grove
maple
beginning.
She is an
curious way with his feet, so that the
very rich girl, or will be.
Look held paths and skirted along the
In the
cant lot behind the Emporium, and a
!<e«st came loping stupidly near the vace (who is a great favorite*
orphan, and her grandfather, although
edge of meadows where grain was tall
exall
wrote
down
canvas awning had been put up over I
my
fence. Then Mr. Brett Jumped off and household) aud
a farmer, has more than a million doluud golden or white as a summer
periom.es since Chicago. We had au lars (which sounds t.omendons, but two or three dozcu bare table.·· on the I
over.
vaulted
There were no proper
snowstorm.
which made lue
I
"That wns a good bit of sport." eald enormous dinner at 12.
wouldn't be as impr'sslve, I suppose. grass. Several employees of the
stiles, as with us, so whenever we
hands perhaps, were
extra
feel very odd. as I'm not used lo It.
me of old times, when
"It
reminds
If
one did it In pounds), and when he "store."
be.
which
came to one of the rough fences
But when we were called to "tea" I dies, as he must before loug. as he is kept frantically busy ladling out from I
we chaps used to ride steers for a
divided one field from another I had
what
freezers Into earthenware saucers
I'm a little out of practice know better than 1 did yesterday
wager.
very old. Patty will have all his mouey. huge
to mount on the first or second bar
All the
to expect
on his nerves, so big slabs of frozen custard.
I hope you were Amused."
but
get
now,
Young
people
and let Mr. Brett lift me over.
I
I've written home, of course.
said,
lives wkli the Trowbridges, who gallant young beaux of the neighbor I
"I
was much too terrified." I
Patty
He is so strong that he did It as If
At
I arrived.
Mrs. hood "treated" the girls they wished
are friends of his, and helps
thankful that he was on the right side wrote tLe day after
[ were a bundle of down, instead of a
to favor and spent 10 cents a saucei
first I felt I ought to cable, but if 1 Trowbridge with her work.
of the feuce at last.
tall girl, and I had much the same ex·
oil
and
did they might send at once,
I apologize for the exhibition
Ide really Is a sort of servant, but for the "ice cream." with a big sugared
"Theu
liilarating sensation I used to have as
I decided It wasn't
Whir
ehe would go away instantly If any- "cooky" thrown lu. The great
The silly brute didn't know he was second thoughts
ι wee thing when I rode wildly on
necessary lo go to the expense. So 1 body called her that, and she is sc himself Invited me to sit down with
our bull, you see, but I reckon he'll
Mohunslelgh's foot I was glad when
Just wrote to mother to say 1 couldn't afraid sou)? one may think she Is in- him. So Mr Brett, who had been com I
reruembfr now and act accordingly."
we came to the fences, and that there
stand it with Mrs. Ess Kay on ac- ferior to the others in the house be- Inn up to ask Patty and me bo'h perto
else
that
After
happened
nothing
But I
were a good many of them.
me.
count of her brother aud I'd left sud- cause she Is
to
paid wages for her work haps. whisked Patty away, leaving
us on the way
Sally.
wasn't at all glad when Mr. Brett upset
to Join Sally Woodburn in the
I
that she does her hair elaborately, to Mr. Walker.
where she Is staying Isn't denly
The
place
a
into
grass meadow,
lumped me over
"Now I'll tell you that favor 1 want."
country, where I was boarding quite wears smarter dresses than the rest
a small cottage in a
but
a
farm,
quit©
where there was a whole drove of feI wrote to Mrs. Kss Kay. and
"I hope you wou't think I'm
to her.
walled In with oaks close
puts herself rather forward with said he.
rocious looking black and white cattle. lovely garden,
too. and said '.he same tiling, asking strangers so us to impress them. She presuming too much ou a short ac- I
sells
Ilandal
Mrs.
and
and
maples,
"Couldn't we go some other way
I
her to kindly send on my boxes.
wouldn't even like to tie called a qualntance, but It's a mighty Ιιηροι
und cuttings.
iround?" I asked, longing to get be- seeds
It's about that lit- I
the boxes by what they call
sent
She
tant thing for me.
she
that
"obliges"
but
the
door
to
down
says
A y >ung girl came
"help."
hind him, but ashamed for him to M·
but didn't answer my let- Mrs.
Trowbridge, und she wouldn't tie gal over there."
when we rang, and asked us to "please "express."
ivluit an idiot I am about cows, and
as 1
astonished
me.
rather
which
ter,
"Patty 7" I asked.
stop long .enough to draw another
sit down on the piazza;" she would
and had
perhaps make him lose his good opinHe nodded.
Then we had had thought she would scold
breath If she were uot treated better
call Miss Woodburn.
ion of me as a reasonably brave girl.
dreaded It. But when I told Sally she If
"Nobody else. There ain't auyltody
than Patty.
a few minutes to wait, and Sally apanything
"I'm afraid not, unless we turn
wasu't as much surprised as I was
After "tea" we drove to the Empori- else, so far as I'm concerned, meaning
peared.
back," said he. "But you .needn't mind
She knew already everything thai hap- um at Hermann's Corners. The Em- no dlsres|H»ct to you, princess. My old I
auu nu»
1 was ginu ιο see uen
she Just I
them. Remember you're with an old
after I ran away from the
porium is always open till half pasl friend the honorable says
ehe held me tight and kissed me I bad pened
"
me all about it.
'cow puncher.'
and
told
von anil would lie down ami I
an
bo
Moorlugs
to
was
worships
was
there
It
and
going
tears.
9,
to wink back some silly
which interested me a great deal. Mrs. "Ice cream festival" there that night let you walk over her If you wanted."
"Oh, were you one, too?" I asked, bo
good to feel that she cared about
some things,
her
wrltteu
had
"1 didn't know." I said.
Ess
trying to seem at eaee.
Kay
I didn't know what an ice cream fesme, und would sympathize in every"Too?"
and Mrs. Pltchley (whose maid is au tival meant, but Mr. Trowbridge said
"Weil, It's gospel truth, 1 guess, and
for 1 knew she would.
thing,
"1 was thinking of a friend of my
Intimate friend of Mrs. Ess Kay's I should see for myself, and it woiild I don't blame her. If you"—
After Mr. Brett bad said "bow do
I Inter"She has beeu sweet to me,
cousin Xlohunsleigh's, whom he was
be Louise) had supplied all the missing probably be different from anythlug I
you do," and a few polite words,
always talking about, η Mr. Harbor- cdded that be would Just stroll over details.
had yet experienced. Mr. Trowbriilgi rupted.
"It'H Just like tliat pretty, quiet litough, who Uves in San Francisco. Mo· to the Qreeu Dairy farm across the
and Mr. Brett and I all drove In the
tle thing." said Mr. Walker. "I wish
in
hunslelgh knew him abroad some- way. He knew the farmer there, and
a
rather
It
was
squeeze
buggy.
that sweet to me. I want her
where. He used to be a 'cow puncher' would like to have a chat with him.
one seat, but it was fun, and we were Hhc'tl be
-whatever that is-in Texas, I believe, We settled that he was to come back
mighty had to have me. princess, but
very merry.
Infn
m
a!1
οππλοΚλΛ
h!ff she's read novels, I «uess, and anythough now he's a millionaire. Did for me in an hour, aud then Sally and
I would how. she doesn't think I'm romantic
you ever hear of him?"
I were left alone together.
wagon and eat on the bay.
1 was always kind of afraid
"Yes." said Mr. Brett In rather a dry
have gone in that way, too, but Mr. ?nougb
She made me begin at the beginning
was
Now, I
somebody els·.
way.
and tell all my adventures, cause as
Trowbridge wanted me to try his there
wonder if it ain't that good
shouldn't
"1 was so disappointed not to meet well as effect, before she would give
others
the
hear
could
we
and
horse,
the Trow·
him."
me any of her news, or even her opinlaughing every minute aa they came looking young cousin of
on
I
eyes
ray
walked
on.
we
kept
bridges Couldn't you rind out for me.
(As
ions on the situation as far aa It conJolting on behind us.
the horrible animals who were graz- cerned me.
It was about seven miles to Her- «s she thinks su; h a lot of you? And
ing at some distance.)
mann's Corners, and after a lovely If she hadn't trot Iter heart too much
It made quite a long story, and Sally
to
"Why?" he asked the question al- was a beautiful listener, as only symdrive through charming, peaceful coun- *ct on any?» ily else, could you try
i!se your luiiuence for me?"
was
most sharply.
as
it
can be.
arrived
beginwe
unselfish
just
and
people
try
pathetic
"Because my cousin says lie's such a
"You can depend on me to do my
"There wasn't anything else for me
ning to be dusfc.
she
when
I
asked
glorious person."
I couldn't have Imagined such a best," I said Uut I dhiu't feel amused
there?"
was
U> do.
I looked
"Well gilded. anyhow."
knew everything exactly as It bad happlace as the Emporium, and when 1 tnd full of fun any more as
If she
"Oh, I don't mean on that account pened.
was in the thick of It I said to mysel.' over at Patty and Mr. Brett.
I'm rather blase of millionaires lately.
She
complimented me on my
that It would be worth one's while com- tdmires him—and how could she help
But from Xlohunsleigh's accounts he "pluck." like the dear creature she Is.
ing over to the States Just to visit It It?—there's no reason why be shouldn't
must be—well, the sort of a man we ami said she hadn't It in her heart to
if nothing else. If I bad to choose be ndmire her when one comes to think
like."
She is pretty and sweet, a perbe sorry, as things had turned out.
tween I believe I'd rather see It than of It.
"We?"
that I hud had such a chase to find ber.
Niagara fulls, for one knows Xlagan· fect little lady and an heiress.
"Girls. Brave and adventurous, and
"To tell the truth, it was your affairs
falls from biographe and things, nut!
reckless, and that sort of thing."
that drove me to Chicago." she went
nothing short of actually seeing coulc
"I'm afraid bis millions are more of on. "I don't mind your knowing now,
give one the slightest Idea of Mr. Whit
an «fraction to most girls."
dear. We can talk freely about things
Walker and his Emporium.
"Why. you're as bad as he!" I ex- rcouldn't discuss with you before. Of
My first impression of the Emporiun[το bb comiruBD.]
I
claimed.
always knew Katherine
course.
was a huge, rambling wooden build
a runatcay tchoolboy.
like
looked
He
"in what way?"
wanted yon for I'otter, and that they'd
lng rather like a vast bani with r
1 both do anything to get you. It began
If seen)a that the day After the pinh dozen smaller barns tacked on to il
Tnlust. and—almost morbid.
Th· Only Safe Way.
wouldn't have thought you would be with her trying to keep other men ball Mrs. Ess Kay had one of bet and windows let In. It Is painted per
Do headaches—and no wonder.
"No, I can't stay any longer." he
Feeling green and bas a rough veranda run
like that, though perhaps one can't away from you even on the ship.
near
very ill, she didn't take much Interest nlng partly around it—a high veranda Raid, with determination.
blame him so much If he's had bad ex- you remember? Nobody could get
be in me and took it for granted when
and
It you
"What difference does an hour or so
Tom
Doremus,
am sorry for him.
hut
I
with no step3, or. If any, at snch Ion;
periences.
afraid Louise said I wasn't out of my room
asked a member of the
must be miserable to fancy always wouldn't If Katb hudn't been
intervals that you must renrch fo: make now?"
It was that I wanted to sleep till luncheon.
wife will be in bed and
"Your
party.
wr
no
that people care for you for your of Mrs. Vau der Wlndt
as
there's
them. But
pavement
whenever
If
she wakes up she won't
and
In
so
that
be
same
furious
had
been
the
Newport,
Totter
asleep,
am
just
money."
Just scrambled out of the bu^;:y
know what time It Is."
"I'm sorry for him too. At least 1 she could fix It so. I couldn't exactly thought to punish me for my sins by cart on to the veranda, and there w·
"Quite right, quite right," he reused to be—whenever I thought of warn you; it wouldn't have been nice. sulking. Mrs. Ess Kay did not appear were landed amoug the most estraor
him."
They are my cousins, and I was at luncheon, and Potter went out dlnury collection of things I eve; turned. "I can fool my wife almost
But when I didn't show dreamed of. The stock in the Empori- any time as long as I get home before
Kath's guest—though I shouldn't have somewhere.
"Aren't you now?"
to
"No. I believe he's a changed man. been for long, if I hadn't wanted
myself or even ring, the serrants be- um having overflowed from the lnsidt breakfast. Why, I've gone home when
did gan to tbink It odd and spoke to on to the
the blinds shut,
He's found that there are exceptions to watch over you. But you know I
veranda, we stumbled aboui the sun was tip, kept
drop hints sometimes, didn't I? It Louise. She knocked at my door, and among boxes of eggs, sewing machines lit the gas and made her think that it
the gloomy ru'e he'd laid down for hu
wasn't my business If you'd fallen in when after rapping several times there crates of dishes, garden tools, brooms was a little after 12. But, gentlemen,
manlty."
I can't fool the baby. I can make the
love with Potter, but though be Isn't was no answer she opened it to And rocking chairs, perambulators, boots
"Oh. then he's happier."
or the room
empty, the bed smooth, my "canned" fruit, children's toys, lug- room as dark as I please, but it won't
"So far as I understand the case, he α bad fellow, he's not good enough
and 1 boxes
packed and all Mrs. Ess Kay's gage. green vegetables, ice cream free.*.· make the baby sleep a minute later
Isn't exactly happy yet He Isn't out strong enough for you, Betty,
than usual, and when she wakes up
In fact, he's in the ebould have been mighty sick at heart presents to me spread out on a sofa.
of the woods.
ers, bales of calico, men's suits, piled
But he sees blue sky If be had got you."
By that time it was after 2, and. If up books, clotheslines and a thousand hungry It comes pretty close to being
thickest part
"I never felt be wanted me, really," only they bad known. 1 was leaving other "poods."
morning, and my wife knows It. Genaud the sun shining overhead."
ae he bowed himI said, "although he was always pro- the Waldorf-Astoria to take tbe train
"What do you mean?"
Just as we threaded our way throug! tlemen." he added
It a rule to get home
for Chicago with Mr. Brett
"A fellow who knows him very well posing."
the groups of young men, who looked self ont, "I make
Mrs. Ess Kay was so nervous with at us a good deal, people were lighting before the baby wakee. It'· the onlj
"Oh, yes, he did want you. Perhaps
told me that Harborough had fallen In
waa eo he wasn't truly In love at first, though
who
headache and the reaction after all the gas In the Emporium. It w«t la· Mfe way."
girl
her
u
beautiful
*lth
Iqre
he always admired you, deati. There
he waft crazy
was an actress that
about last wiuter—a nice girl, too, and
he would have married her if it hadn't
been for Katherine, who was wild over
It, said such a misalliance in the family would ruin her as well as him, and

Φ Φ
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FLOWERS OF SPEECH.
An Englishman's Address at a Ladies'
Seminary In Siam.
The iiitfuei<:i.-il Englishman in Slain
fluttered hiuifclf Unit lie bad a very
do; flit kiuv.1. n«e of the language aud
was ready to du great thi:i«r-i. Ile had
already ordcivd coffee from his hotel
waiter with success and asked the
boy to brinar up hi< hoots.
in
imiuential
Xow,
Englishmen
Shtn are not as common as cock-hcs. a::d that afternoon ttie distinguished visitor was requested by
a
f:l'tvJ to deliver an address on
"Ef!;.!.uid" at the only ladies' setninary in the country. Confidently he

«crept- d.

fiiiu.'iHly.

ik· I.·, .in

Every

one

ap-

plauded and >:πι!!ρ«ι. Hut gradually a·
lit* proceeded he. notlccd consternation
overspreading the countenances of hie
listeners.
"What's the trouble?" he whispered
In Eirrlteh anxiously to his friend on
the platform.
"Trouble!" exclaimed the friend hotly. "Why, the trouble Is what you

say lug."
"But," protested the speaker, "I am
saying, Ί am delighted to eee so many
young ladies rising to Intellectual
heights, with tine brains and large
"
appreciation.'
"Oh, no, you're not," corrected the
friend. "You're saying, Ί am pleased
ore

many small lionesses grownoses aud
feet!" "—London Tit-Bite.

to see

so

ing large and fat, with big

huge

STUNTED OAKS.
Miniature Tree· That Are Grown In
China Bowl·.
la the window of a florist stood some

quaint china bowls, In each of which
grew a tree—not α shrub, but a full
sized tree, dating back many years.
"Yes." replied the florist to the writ-

Inquiry, "they are real trees—oaks,
maples and beech trees. We get them
er's

from Japan, where the secret of bow
them is kuown only to a few.
They are raised from seeds or specially selected cuttings, which are watchto rear

ed

with

tended

and

that marvelous

patience inherent lu the eastern races.
Fifty years may pass before the tree
Is considered salable. During this period the plaut is trained and Its natural tendencies subjugated to the will
The gardener prunes
of the rearer.

and trims and rears and directs with
what Carlyle called gt dus—'au induite capacity for taking pains.' A wayward tutu may be bound up for two
or three years to insure Its correct
growth. Periodically the tree Is repotted. Each time this happens the
roots are carefully examined and useless fiber cut away.
Everything Is
done to concentrate the life of the
in the smallest possible spa«e.
And in time, after years of labor, the
plant loses its ability to send out long,
lusty shoots and becomes a delightful
miniature of Its larger brethreu."—
Montreal Standard.
tree

The Chinaman and Hi· Dragon.
If a Chinaman wishes for happiness
and peace 1 >ι this world and the next
lie feels obliged to consult his majesty
th dragon ils to where his house shall
be built and Ills grave be made.
Through the earth, so say the Chinese,
flow two currents —the dragon and
Now, for a man to have
the tiger.
good fortune In life or, as he would
«ay in "pigeon English." to "catchee
chance," his house must be put in a
in reference to these
if he is to rest quietly in
his grave, that also must be cor ectly
placed. So called "wise men" make a
bu iuess of choosing favorable sites

position

certain

currents,

for homes and graves, professing by
of a wand ami incantations and
other kinds of tomfoolery to be able
to detect the presence of the dragon
and the tiger and to tell lu what dimeans

rection they flow.

Skating.
Skating is believed to have been Invented in northern Europe In prehistoric

times.

William

Fltz-Stepben

speaks of it ill Loudon toward the

end of the twelfth century, but It did
really catch hold until the cavaliers who bad been in exile with
Charles II. brought It with them from

not

Oil Dec. 1, lbi>2, Mr. I'epys,
to cross (he park,
"tirst in my life. It being a great frost,
lid see people sliding with their
skates, which is a very pretty art."
Holland.

having occasion

On the Sth he went purposely to see
the sight and again found It "very
pretty."—London <'hrotiicle.
*
The Year Without a Summer.
Till· year ISHï lin ; a remarkable cold
weather record and is known as "the
fear without a summer." in that year
l»»re was a sliarji frost in every
month, and tile people ull over tiie

world began to believe that some great
nul definite change in tin· eartli was
laklug place. The farmers useil to re
fer to it as "eighteen hundred and
Frost, li e and snow
itarve to death."
Almost every
were common in Juue.
fruit
arreen thing was killed, and the
During the
was nearly all destroyed.

month snow fell to the depth of three
inches in N'ew York and Massachusetts and ten Inches in Maine. There
were frost and ice in July in New York,
N'ew Kngland and Pennsylvania, and
?oru was nearly all destroyed in certain sections. Ice half an inch thick
formed in August. A cold north wind

prevailed

all summer.

Taking a Mean Advantage.
Once a thrifty Scotch physician

was

?alled to a case where a woman had
dislocated her Jaw. He very soon put
The woman asked how
her right.
much was to pay. The doctor named
his fee. The patient thought It too
much. He, however, would not take
less, and as the woman refused to give
him the fee he began to yawn. Yawning. as even- one knows. Is Infectious.
The young woman In turn yawned.
Fier Jaw agûin went rut of Joint, and
the doctor triumphantly said. "Now.
until you hand uie over my fee your
"
Needless to
can remain as it Is

Jaw

say. the money was

promptly paid.

An Easy Problem.
Trove that 0 taken front 0 and 10
taken from 0 and 50 taken from 40
when all added together Is only C.
Fasy when you know how. Take IX
(9) from SIX and you have 8 left; take
X (10) from IX (9) and you have I
left: take L (50) from XL (40) and you
have X left, and when you add 8 and
I and X together you have SIX,
haven't

you?—Pathfinder.
The Barrier.

First

Tramp-Y·

u

won't get nothing

decent there: them people is vegetarians. Second Tramp—Is that right?

First Tramp— Yes. and they've got a
dog wot niu't.— Philadelphia Inquirer.
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Baptist Church, Bev. G. W. F. Hll, patter.
Preaching every Sunday at 1046 a. u.
F.ilHan aad Proprietor·.
Sunday School at li Sabbath evening eervlciA. E. rOBBKS.
at 7 SH.
ItEOKOB M. ATWOOO.
Prayer Meeting Thursday evening at
Covenant Meeting the last Friday before
7 30.
At.
the 1st Son-lay of the month at230 P.M.
invited.
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The saw mill at the Moody Brook
All legal advertisement·
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insertion# for #1JO bridge, about three miles north of the
connective
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l*-r Inch In length of column. Special contract· Hill, burned Friday morning about
made with local, transient and yearly advertis- o'clock.
The cause of the fire is uner».
owned
S.
was
The
known.
by
building
Job Pbimtixo —New type, fait presses, electric
E. Newell, P. F. Ripley, A. M. Ryereon
power, experienced workmen and low price·
bualour
of
The
rhU
II.
and
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machinery
oat
EUingwood.
combine to
department
aeM complété and popular.
was owned by Archie H. Cnrtis of this
His
was running the mill.
who
place,
loss is about 11000, without insurance.
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Single Copie· of the Democrat are four cent· Practically do damage was done to the
each. They will be mailed on receipt of price by lumber.
Mr. Curtis will rebuild the
:he publisher· or for the convenience of patrons
mill at once.
jlnirle cop'."» of each Issue have been placed on 1
Mies Mary I. Mellen, who has been in
tale at the following place· In the County :
Larchmont, Ν. Y., most of the winter,
S hurtle AT's Drug StoreSouth Paris,
returned last week to hët home here.
Noye·' Drug Store.
Norway,
Stone's Drug Store.
Miss Ferais Ν. Andrews entertained
Postmaster.
Cole.
Alfred
HdckdeM.
the Five Hundred Club at her home last
Mrs. Harlow. P<v* Office.
Carts Hill,
Samuel T. White.
Weet Parle.
Saturday.
Mrs. Joseph C. Cummings returned
from Auburn last week and will make
SKW ADVERTISEMENTS.
extensive improvements to her home in
this village.
Time to be Thinking of Easter.
Mrs. George M. Atwood and Raymond
To Customers Looking.
L. Atwood are visiting relatives in
New and Stvlleh Spring Suits.
We Are Talking Sew Spring Suits
Cambridge, Mass.
Patrician .Shoe*
Orange F. Small, who lives on a farm
Bav State Liquid Paint.
:tbout two miles east of this village, reHelp Wanted.
Whenever.
cently became insane, and was taken to
the asylum at Augusta for treatment
Appointment of Administrator.
Doctor's
The
«Question.
Monday. Mr. Small's son, who is DisParker's Hair Balsam.
trict Superintendent of Schools in
Grafton, Mass., was sent for and came
Address by Mrs. L. M. N. Stevens. here Saturday.
Pint

—

SPEAKS

SHE

AT

THE COCKT

ANCE MEETING TUESDAY

EVENING.

The usual court temperance meeting
was held at the court house Tuesday
evening. Hon. James S. Wright presided. Prayer was offered by Rev. J. W.
Chesbro of the South Paris Baptist
church, after which Mr. Wright intro
duced the speaker of the evening, Mrs.
L. M. X. Stevens of Portland, State and
Woman's
National President of the
Christian Temperance Union, to the
Mrs.
very large assemblage present.
Stevens is a very pleasing speaker, and
thoroughly conversant with all phases of
the temperance question. She spoke in

part

as

Greenwood.

TEMPER-

j

follows·

I consider it a great honor to have the
privilege of speaking at the court
temperance meeting. Possibly this ma.v
be the first time that a woman has had
the honor to be the speaker, and on behalf of the women of Maine I thank you
It is undoubtedly true, as often said,
that womeu suffer most from intemperance, and because of this the temperance
tbe
kindled and
Crusade tire was
Woman's Christian Temperance Union
was born, now the largest organization
of women in the world, and of worldwide importance and influence.
The fundamental principles of this
and of all temperance societies of to-day
are total abstinence aud prohibition. Unquestionably there is more total abstinence sentiment and practice in our
county and in the world to-day than ever
before. Commercialism has come to the
help of the temperance reform. More
than a million men in one great branch
of business in our country are total ab
stainers either because they wish to b* !
or have to be in order to retain their]
positions. The value of total abstinence
is recognized to-day by many who have
hitherto been unmindful of it, and who
have now decided to drink no more. Two
notable examples of this class are Près
ident Taft and Dr. Eliot, president ot
Harvard College. It extends into nearly
every country, even Russia.
But I must pass on to that other great
principle, prohibition. There is more
prohibition sentiment and prohibition
territory than ever before. A recent
enumeration warrants us in estimating
that the state-wide prohibition states
now have a population of fifteen millions, and in addition to this thirty millions of people are now living in saloonless territory which has been gained
through local option, the four mile law,
the excise law, etc. The wonder is not
that Maine and many other states have
outlawed the traffic, but that anywhere
in any enlightened community legal permission is given to make and sell that
which causes 35 per cent of the insanity,
45 per cent of the idiocy, 80 per cent of
the poverty and 1*0 per cent of the crime I
of our land.
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This is winter, lingering on the head
of March, and sledding, good for the
time of year, still continues. Let us all
hope it won't linger in the lap of May.
Yesterday the snow fleas were out in
countless millions, and we would like to
know from what region they come, and
to what region they go when they leave
here if they ever do. We have searched
dictionaries, cyclopedias and natural
histories to learu something about this
interesting little creature, but have
It seems that
never yet succeeded.
nature saw flt to create it, as humble a
place as it fills, and why should the historian pass it by and refuse to notice it?
We have known George Clinton Cole,
who passed away on the Cth inst., for
more than forty years, and can say of a
truth that a good man has fallen on
sleep. He was twice married and leaves
• >ne
daughter by bis first marriage, Mrs.
Austin Morgan, and two sons and three
daughters by his second, and all are
married. Of the large family to which
lie once belonged, only one brother now
survives. When living at Bryant Pond
Mr. Cole had a job there and boarded in
He was a soldier in the
our family.
civil war and drew a pension.
Aged
about 84 years.
Alonzo Coburn Abbott, whose death,
was reported last week, formerly lived
in Hartford and was our near neighbor,
and consequently were well acquainted
with him; saw him ordained and join
tfce Advent church. His wife was Fidelia Putnam, who died several years
She was one
ago, leaving no children.
of four daughters, all of whom married,
but only one of them ever became a
mother.
Mrs. Elizt Bryant" Cummings, who
was buried in the family cemetery yesterday, was the oldest daughter of the
late Christopher Bryant, and a schoolteacher in her girlhood days. Mrs. L.
[). was one uf her pupils when a little
girl, ami won a five cent piece for leaviug off at the head the most times in the
spelling class. She would now be glad
to have it in her possession for a souvenir.
Thanks to Alfred Andrews for a poet
eard containing a picture of his residence. It will make a fine addition in
our post card album.

surgical

eye;
the trust that

fine;
paid
tucky dry."
Although it seemed miraculous a few
months ago, yet a part of this dream
has come to pass, for the bar-rooms in
Memphis, Tennessee, have been ordered
closed by law. and old Kentucky is
nearly dry. Ninety-six out of Kentucky's 110 counties have voted out the
saloon, and 98 per cent of the territory
is free from the saloon.
Local option has served and is serving
It is
as a stepping stone to prohibition.
amazing that any Maine man or woman
capable of sound reasoning should advoFor Maine
cate local option for Maine.
to adopt local option would be stepping
down from prohibition while other states
Maine has
are stepping up toward it
been, is now and will continue to be the
bright particular target of the liquor
tribe of the nation and the word. The
liquor fraternity would give millions to
overthrow prohibition in Maine or ev*n
to weaken the law by substituting local
saw

its

saw

old Kei>

option.

Our governor has well described the

present situation in Maine when he said
in his inaugural address, "We have prohibition in the constitution, state en-

Erobably

Hu It beep jny habit of eaylng that
Monday evening th· Bethel Village
Remember the entertainment
anoaal meeting and the lMt grange meeting tbatl attended
Ha
held
Mechanic
of
DeCoeter
Corporation
Jams·
Mr·.
tod
tennial Hall WednMday of thla week,
was the heat of them all? Am hippy to
an· eleoted tbe following officer*:
March 17, nnder the auspioes of the r Fall· attended their golden wedding
be able to say with truth and without
Merrill.
B.
Moderator—F.
chnroh.
Saturday.
Ladiea' Aid of the Methodiat
j nlversary
Clerk—F. E. Hanacom.
drawing on my little fond of imaginafrom
la
at
home
DeCoater
Thomas
Mr.
followJ.
There will be a mystery sapper
Assessor»—J. U. Purlngton, W. O. Straw,
| tion, that the New Century Pomona
a
week.
for
Gonld
Mr.
sooial.
Barrows.
H.
and
Academy
an
ed by
entertainment
meeting waa far and away beyond any·
Treasurer—B. C. Bowe.
M re. F. If. Lamb returned from a
Prank Starbird of South Paris Is expectCoUeetor—A. Vandenkerckhoven.
thing of the kind that ia within my reoolweek's vlait in Auburn and Turner.
N.
ed to be present
Gilbert
Tuell,
E.
Whitney,
lection. There waa no "ohnmp" who
Engineers—Β.
W. H. Brldgham of Lewlston has B. B1 chard son.
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Holden have been
talked and talked and still talked till it
Auditor—B. C. Parte.
pnrchaaed the place owned by' E. L.
absent tn Hartford and Sooth Paris.
pnt one In dlatreae and reminded one of
ArraoraiATioMB.
Mies Alice Penley is visiting her sis- Phinoey on River Street and will move
--I TOO eternity.
hia family here about April firat.
Lighting atreeU,
ter, Mrs. Fred Smith, at Norway.
<00
The qneetion for dlecnsaion waa:
New Century Pomona held a very suo- fire eompany,
WO "What ia tbe
Miss Elinor H. Toell visited Miss Rose
Hydrant·,
greateet qneetion before
at
Wednesday,
1M
aeasion
ceaaful
Buckâeld,
last
Renewing boee,
Murphy at South Paris several days
the
American people to-day? Emigrant*,
600
There
Hall.
Miscellaneous expense·,
Nezinscot
at
March
10,
week.
BO Liquor,
out of Care of common
Corporation, Race or What?
60
Mrs. F. S. Farnum has been to Boston were about eighty membera from
Nlsrht watchman,
The diacuaalon waa opened by
mem- firemen
100 Why?"
and New York tbe past week on her an- town present and with the resident
contingency,
Bro. W. H. Eaatman. With him the
bers the attendance was about one hunnual millinery trip.
$3,820 liquor queation waa the greateet, and he
Total,
was
Mrs. Eliza Cummings, the aged moth- dred and twenty-five. The degree
Rate for collecting taxe·, $0 015.
handled It in a highly aatiafaotory and
candidates. The
er of R. L. CummiQge, passed away, tbe conferred on fourteen
Tuesday several of tbe lawyer·, N. F. conclnalve way. The other apeakera
She dinner was served in the lower hall and Brown
first of last week on Curtis Hill.
to
South
and
Bartlett
went
Levi
| were Rev. Mr. Fiaher of Ridlonville,
a pleasing enterwas 86 years old and leaves five sons and this was followed by
Rev. Mr. Lamb of ours, and Bro. Torread- Paris to attend court.
Funeral services were tainment consisting of music and
one daughter.
Eva
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mason,
Bangbart,
| rey of Dixfleld, each of which took
held at the Bryant's Pond Baptist ings and remarka by membera.
F.
and
Mrs.
R.
Mrs.
Davis
other linea of thought. Although we
Lovejoy
Fox,
The funeral of Mre. Klaie May Jordan,
church.
was held S. Chandler attended the Oxford County are in thorough sympathy with tbe EastMiss Clara Berry is at home from her wife of William Francia Jordan,
Paris.
W.
T.
Institute
at
South
C.
U.
man idea, we felt like saying "Amen"
on Wednesday
school at Greenville for a two weeks' from the Baptist church
Wednesday Pearl Wing net with an to every other word of the other speakafternoon, Rev. Mr. Pottle officiating.
vacation.
of accident at the chair shop in which be | ers. We entered' weary and worn in
Mies Lucy Everett has gone to Wash- Mrs. Jordan was the oldest daughter
of Hartford and was cut several Angers.
body and mind, and came away as "light
ington, D. C., with the class from Paris Addison E. Newton
Wednesday, Dean Pingree while split- as a bun."
eighteen year· old. Mrs. Jordan waa
High School.
a
I suspect tbe singing had much to do
bag
ting wood hit the axe against
Mr. L. W. Dana has been on the sick stricken with pneumonia and lived only
which hung near causing it to glance with tbe lightening process. By George 1
list, and as all the family are ill a train- a week.
tbe
first
off bis thumb below
wasn't it good? If there is better singMr. Orriaon Jordan baa aold hie bay and cut
ed nurse is in attendance. Mr. W. K.
joint. Dr. I. H. Wight, who dressed the ing over there, we are willing to wait to
Dana of Portland and other members of horse, known ae Weetland Chimes, to
it
to
found
necessary
amputate hear it, if we can have such for a subwound,
Massachusetts parties.
the family were here last week.
between the stitute. There were many in attendance,
Mr. Benjamin Spanlding, Jr., baa been tbe thumb about half way
Much
lower
two
sympathy is from Byron all the way down the line,
joints.
West Sumaer.
in Boston during the week.
W. A. Turner has been at Paris this expressed for Mr. Pingree as he recently and a goodly number I used to know beThe S. B. R. Clnb was entertained by
left U. of M. on account of bis father's | fore the flood. Tbe
lecturer, Lewis A.
Mrs. P. Q. Barrett Thursday afternoon. week serving on the grand jury and V.
the traverse illness.
Thomas, I have known longer than any
Edgar Allan Poe was the author studied. P. DeCoster Is serving on
Friday Rev. F. E. Barton came to | of the other brothers or sisters—full fifty
The 100th anniversary of the poet's birth jury.
Mrs.
There was a dance at Nezinscot Hall Bethel to attend the funeral of
years. As a boy be was a fine scholar,
was to have been observed on the 21st of
Marion Dudley, who died Wednesday.
and as a young man a successful teacher.
January, but on account of stormy Thursday evening.
her
for
sale
Grover
offers
Mrs. Clara
| For many years he bad charge of city
weather it was postponed. In tbe interFriday evening the scholars of the house
on Main Street.
scboola somewhere In the west. For a
vening time other subjects claimed the high school gave an athletic exhibition
been
have
class
Senior
assigned | few years he haa been living in Mexico.
parts
attention of the club. A letter written at Nezinscot Hall to raise money to be
as
follows:
Part of his llfework now is caring for
by Mrs. George II. Packard of California used for base ball purposes. The exthe helpless sister of bis wife, who died
Valedictory—Susan Kin
was read.
The meeting closed with hibition consisted of pyramid work,
SalaUtory—J. Elton Cooll
many years ago. To him It is a sacred
music on the piano and singing. Re- diving and tumbling, sparring, and
Prophccy—Pearl Bennett.
duty and speaks well for the healthful
Oration—Ernest F. Blsbee.
The next various races concluding with a short
served.
freshments were
at

Cen-

farce and sociable.
meeting will be March 31.
Mrs. Roy Bisbee is keeping house for was cleared.

R. N. Stetson.
Maurice Farrar is at work for R. N.
Stetson.
The venerable Herrick Tuell, who is
in bis 89th year, is troubled with a
swelling of the face about tbe eyes. It
is not painful and does not as yet affect
his general health.
Albert Coffin of Milton Plantation was
iu town this week.
Mrs. Kate Rood is keeping house for
Edwin Bonney.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Reed of West
Paris were the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Freeman Farrar Tuesday.
Mrs. Julia Thome and daughter, Mrs
John Davenport, of Hartford, visited
Mrs. Adelbert Davenport Tuesday.
Herbert Ford of West Paris is board
ing at Elmer Ford's and chopping wood
oo the David Andrews place.
Mrs. E. G. Dobie and son, W. Ε
Doble, went to South Paris Tuesday to
visit friends and relatives.
News has been received of the death of
Mrs. Ella Abbott, wife of Dr. C. M. Bisbee, formerly of West Sumner, now of
Rumford. Mrs. Bisbee died March 9th
of septicaemia after a short illness. She
was slightly indisposed with a cold for
about a week and bad what was sup
posed to be a cold sore in one corner of
A few days before her
her month.
death this sore assumed a malignant
form, swelling and becoming very painful. Dr. Oakes and a trained nurse were
summoned from Lewiston and everything was done that medical skill could
devise. Her death is a great shock to
her friends coming so suddenly. Mrs
Bisbee is eurvived by her hnsbaud and
her mother, Mrs. J. J. Abbott, who
made her home with her daughter, and
two stepsons, Prof. Harlan M. Bisbee of
Exeter, Ν. H., and Chester G. Bisbee,
assistant postmaster at Rumford. Her
age was about 50 years. The funeral
was held in the Universalist church at
Rumford and the remains were brought
here for interment.
Mrs. Hiram Howe and James Buck left
Tuesday for Rumford to attend the
funeral of their niece, Mrs. C. M. Bisbee.
Wilfred and George Heath both have
the mumps.
Miss Carrie Blaisdell of Boston is
spending a few weeks with her mother,
Mrs. David Coles.
F. J. Brown has gone to Norway,
where he intends to spend a few days,
and then he will go to Livermore where
he expects to find employment.
The ladies of the Relief Corps will
serve a dinner in the Universalist vestry
St. Patrick's Day, March 17. Aprone
and homemade candies will be on sale
and there will be a free entertainment
consisting of music and the farce, Two
Aunt Emilys or Quite, with the following cast:

The farmers

Albany.
in this vicinity

are

buy-

ing hay by the carload from Vermont.
Glyndon Sawin, who has been visiting
his aunt, Esteila Bean, has returned to

Edgar and George Bennett bave been
getting their year's supply of wood on
the Bennett brothers' land.
Stella Crimmins visited Bertha Wilson

Friday.

North Waterford.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Marston of Alsister and husband, Mr.
ind Mrs. F. P. Haielton, Wednesday.
Herman Richards of Lovell visited at
Watson McAllister's Saturday.
Frank Bryant and Heury Elliott went
fishing at Five Kezars Tuesday. They
caught nine pickerel.
Lucius Jewett went fishing the same
day at Pappoose Pond. I have not
heard how many be caught.
Mrs. Jesse Littlefield and Mrs. Roland
Littlefield went to Stonebam Tuesday
and called on Mrs. Fred Littlefield.
Bertie Moulton is working in Brown's
mill.
Ed Farmer and David Lebroke bave
both been on the sick list.
Fred Hazeiton bad a pig killed Wed-

bany visited her

nesday.

About eleven dollars

Mr. H. F. Rawson has been engaged as
base ball coach for Bowdoin College this
season and will begin work with the
squad next week.
Miss Mae Cbaffin, who is a successful
teacher in Norway, is at home for a vacation of two weeks.
The high school closed Fridayvfor the
spring vacation of three weeks.
Many of the sick ones are reported as
past the danger point at this time.
Miss Cora Basseit of North Andover,
Mass., is the guest of Mies Amy Shaw.

losis.

HilUH

SPRING SUITS.

».

goods
Serges, English

Mode, Navy, Tan, Taupe,

fatal results.
We bave a positive, pleasant and safe
remedy for constipation and bowel disWe are so oertaln of
orders in general.
its great curative value that we promise
to return the purchaser's money in every
case when it fails to produce entire satisfaction. Tbia remedy is called Rexall
Orderlies. We urge you to try them at
enMre risk.
Rexall Orderlies are very pleasant to
take, they act quietly and have a sooth-

our

perfectly plain

Others trimmed with Braids, Buttons and Ben·
galine. Prices gradually rise from $10 to $25.

Separate Walking Skirts.

£7 .»

SKIRTS of good quality Panama in Black and Navy, box plaited front panel triming, strengthening, healing influence on
med with battons and soutache braid, three folds of goods around bottom, ■?·'.%
tbe entire intestinal tract.
They do not
purge, gripe, cause nausea, flatulence, PANAMA SKIRTS in Navy and Black, with three inch fold of goods around botexcessive looseness, diarrhoea or other
<;*
tom, buttons of self material up and down front,
annoying effect, and they may be taken
bands
of
stitched
and
three
Brown
<i«
in
Black,
SKIRTS
Green,
inconvenience.
Blue,
MISSES1
without
time
at any
any
< ;
Rexall Orderlies overcome the drugaround bottom in fancy effect, front panel trimmed with silk buttons,
ging habit and cure constipation and all
Several other styles.
whether acute or
similar

ailments,
They are especially good

for
persons or old folks.
Price, 33 tablets, 25c., and 12 tablets, 10c.
Lewis tells me F. A. Shurtleff & Co., South Paris, Me.
chronic.

children,

condition of his heart.
History—Natalie Barker.
Presentation of Class Gift—Cecil Bennett.
that bis brother Warren's only son was
Presentation of Gifts to Class—Ida E. Littlemurdered and robbed in Boston, I think
hale.
Address to Undergraduates—Arthur E. Her- not long ago.
"The love of money is the
rick.
root of all evil." Yes, and that is just
Claaa Ode—Gladys MorrllL
what bas put our country in an undesiraMiss Pearl Bennett maintained tbe high- ble
position, and bas given it tbe odor of
est average rank during the course, Misa embalmed beef.
John.
Susan King and Miss Cecil Bennett being
KILLS WOULD-BE SLAYER.
close seconds.
The Sons of Veterans give a grand
A merciless murderer ia Appendicitis
ball at Odeon Hall March 17.
with many victime. But Dr. King's
New Life Pills kill it by prevention.
West Bethel.

weak

House

Help Wanted.

Steady employment,
Good pay.

Competent person

essary.

They gently stimulate stomach, liver

Norway, Maine.

nec-

Ajpply at once.

Win. C.

We

are

opening

also

shipment

of New
and Suits which
pleased to show.

Leavitt,

TO CUSTOMERS

iotf

LOOKING
for

this week

Every

a

Coats
shall be

Greatly Reduced Prices.
LADIES' and CHILDREN'S

Hosiery.
Miss S. M. Wheeler,
and

They

just fifty cents

have the most exclusive

in the several shades of

elephant, blue,

M. A. Lord is visiting in Albany.
Z. McAllister has sold a pair of oxen
to Joe Howe and D. E. McAllister has
sold a pair to Macajah Fife.
Fred Stearns has bad his wood sawed
by L. E. McAllister's power maohine.
Mr. Stearns' sheep have 37 lambs.
P. B. Walker and Seth Heald were
looking after the timber job Tuesday.

F. PLUMMER,

J.

A Qood

Egg Record.
East Sumner, March

Editor Democrat:

1.

number of accounts In
Having
the papers of eggs gathered from different docks of hens, I would like to contribute the following record, a· I have
not seen anything published that would
beat it at this time of year.
The following is a reoord of a flook of
White and Buff Plymouth Rock bens
owned by Mra. Eunice Foster, of Hartford, and numbering 105:
Feb. IS, gathered M em; Feb. 17,87; Feb. 18,
100; 19,100; SO, 87; 91, 98; 29,190.
Making a total of 688 or 57 dozen.
These, at 83 oents, the retains of the Boston market, net 918 81.
These hens have very good care and
the above statement is about the average of Mrs. Foster's hens this winter.
seeo a

IT SAVED HIS LEO.
"AU thought I'd lose my leg," writes
J. A. Swenson, Watertown, Wis., "Ten
years of ecaema, that 15 doctors ooald
not cure, had at last laid me up. Then
Backlen's Arnica Salve cured it sound
Infallible for 8kin Eruptions, Ectema, Salt Rheum, Bolls, Fever
Sores, Burns, Scalds, Cute and Piles.
S6c at P. A. Shurtleff * Oo.'s.

and well."

88 MARSBT

Telephone 106-3.

We Still Have a Good Line
of Men's Walk Over Shoes
The
are

PARIS,

kind, calf lined and heavy soles, which

for

$4.00 ;

and Walk Over
for $2 50 ;

$4.00

Iroquois $3

we

line of Patent Leather Fitzu
grade for $3.00; Fitzu $3.50 kind

and

00

a

kind for $2.00 ; and

small

a

LOT OF WOMEN'S SOROSIS
The

$3.50 grade

$2.00; and

a

for $2.50 ; Evangeline $3.00 kind for
lot of Patent Leather and Gun Metal

$1.50.

for

We Also Have Some

Special

Trades in Suit Cases.

Opera House Block, NORWAY, MAINE.

Paper and Bor-

Tolepliono 11Β·8.

eight o'clock

SQUARE],
MAIN'S)

In choosing your Bank, always remember that it ia Capital,
Surplus and Undivided Profits that give security to the depoe·
itor, because that money ia what stands between you as a

and any posaible shrinkage on the aecuritiea held
the
Bank.
Thia Bank, establiahed in 1872, haa a record,
by
extending over a third of a century for the prompt and effi-

depositor

handling of the busineaa of ita cuatomera and
thia time no depoaitor has ever lost a dollar.

cient

Κ

during

*

together

with additional Stockholders' Litbilof abaolute security of our
ity
give
The
will be glad to talk over
officers
depositors' money.
Banking relations with you at any time and pledge themselvea to aerve your intereata faithfully when you intrust your
business to thia Bank.
aaaurance

MONEY TO LOAN.

I

We have a limited amount
of money to loan on mort-

y

Ι\

jj
4

\

Estate,
Farms and Homesteads;
also on collateral security.
gages

Ο

1}

il

|l

Real

who

future; consult

jJ

are

us

ψ

χ

y

φ

y

near

$

for your

ψ

money.

PARIS TRUST CO.,

j

M

©

y

think-

parties
ing of building in the

%\
Al

À

on

To

South Paris, Maine.

ê
Our Capital, Surplus and Profits. ^
of $50,000.00

$5.00

selling

Pumps $2.50 grade

What Makes a Bank Strong?

of $96,500.00,

FurnUher,

31 Market Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.

MANE.

COn Ε EARLY—before the stock is
broken too much.
SOUTH

Copyiiaht 1909
The Houte of Kuppcahdatef
Chicago

FULL LINE OP SPRING HATS JUST IN.

Tuesday morning, March 9, 1909.

West Lovell.
Several in the place are afflicted with
the prevailing distemper, colds and
at her home Saturday evening, March 6.
bronchial tronble.
had been in
health

dark

Prices $10.00 to $20.00.

the dollar at

at

Sale will

Locke's Mills.
Mrs. Gladys Fletcher Kennaugh died

brown,

black and

mixed colors.

Bolster & Co.'s.

Dayton

necessary in

PRICE! Ε. N. SWETT SHOE CO.,

1700 Rolls of 1908 Wall

N.

of

most fashionable
patterns and colorings, and the fit
is perfect.
We have these suits

Papers

HALF
der at

Suits

fabrics and the

HATS...

Wall

line of

tailoring

mings and finish so
good custom work.

BLOCK, NORWAY, MAINE.

SQUARE,

:

and possesses
all the niceties of linings, trim-

S. R & IS. PRINCE,

Underwear

Spring

Our

suit contains the limit

fashionable

Sincerely yours,

at

hundred

a

Kuppenheimer's

Spring
we

Suit in

one

It's here.

Call early and get
gown while
there is
large assortment.

Mr. Clinton Cole, one of the oldest
residents of the town, died at his home
March 6.
Mrs. Mary Bartlett Is sick with a bad
cold.
Mrs. C. M. Kimball of East Bethel Is
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Frank Frost.
Buthle Farrington is visiting friends
at Mechanic Vails.

handsome!;

BLUE AND BLACK SKIRTS of Chiffon Panama, fane; front panel,
trimmed with biaa silk folds and half ball bottons, extra value at

You will find them at S. B. & Z. S.
Prince's
and after Saturday, the
of
than sixty pieces.
6th,

Mrs. Kennaugh
poor
for some time, but her friends did not
end
was
so
near.
Besides
realize the
her husband, father and mother, she
leaves one sister, Mrs. Lane, of South
Paris, little Lulle about three years old,
and an infant son. Funeral services
were held at West Bethel, her former
home, Tuesday afternoon, Rev. Mr. Curtis of Bethel officiating. There were
many beautiful flowers from relatives
and friends.
Several from here attended the prize
speaking at Bethel Friday evening.
Mrs. James Crooker and son Harold
cfiUed on friends at East Bethel Tues-

STYLISH

▲ doctor'· flrat question when con•alted by a patient It, "are your bowel·
regular?' He know· that ninety-eight
per oent. of illness U attended with inOur Salt Department ie fast
Tbia
active bowel· and torpid liver.
HANDSOMELY
condition poison· tbe system with noxup with Suite in all the
filling
ion· gases and waate matter wbleb natTAILORED.
Both in
lateet
be
colorings.
moat
wblcb
and
accumulates
nally
removed through tbe bowel· before
New
Shade and model they are the very acme of fashion,
health can be restored.
Salts, ordinary pilla and cathartic· invoices are arriving nearly every day.
may be truly likened to dynamite.
Through their harsh, irritating action
of the season are reprethey force a passage through the bowela,
The newest
oausing pain and damage to tbe delicate
Worsteds and
the
weakens
which
structure
intestinal
sented in French
whole system, and at beat only produces
All the newest shades in Stone
temporary relief. The repeated use of Cheviots.
such treatments cause chronlo irritation
Cadet Blue
of tbe stomach and bowels, hardens their Green,
stiffens
their
deadens
nerves,
tissues,
and Black.
their muscles and generally brings about
tailored models.
an injurious habit which sometime· has
Some^

Who Ever Heard of New
Fresh 10c. Muslins for 7c.
in March before?

Walter Noyes is spending a few days
with his aunt, Mn. Will Coolldge.
Dr. Rankin of Mechanic Falls was in
town one day recently.
Miss Rena George was up from Portland over Sunday.
Fred Noyes cut his knee quite badly
while at work on the railroad last Monday afternoon. Dr. Wight attended him,
April.
A. B. Mclntire got his horse hurt so having to take several stltohes.
There were services at the Unjon
badly by getting into the deep snow that
church March 7. Mr. Banghart deliverhe bad to Kill it.
Herbert Richardson has gone to West ed a very interesting sermon and the
Paris to work for the season.
special maslc by Mrs. Banghart was enBert Davis has finished his lumbering joyed by ail.

Tumbledown Diok, and
moved out of the woods.
L. D. Hopkins has considerable timber to handle yet.
C. L. Mathews has a little more ice to
pnt in yet.
Leroy A. Btsbee has entered the Sanatorium at Hebron, being 111 with tubercu-

OF

Norway,

bott at the advanced age of 82 years.
News baa also been received of the
death of Benj. S. Davis of West Paris.
Mr. Davis was a man honest and upright in all his dealings with his fellowmen, and respected by all.
Frank Child advertised to sell all be
has of this world's goods at anotion in

near

%

UBB

PUB0ATIVE8 AND PHTSICS.

"Come, Spring-time, come!
and bowels, preventing that clogging
Dreary and dark, the wintry hours are creeping; that
Invites appendicitis, curing ConstiWe miss the lark's high note, tbe bee's soft iium,
The flow'rets peeping
pation, Biliousness, Chills, Malaria,
Oxford.
From out the cold, sad earth, wherein they are Headache and
Indigestion. 25c at F. A.
sleeping!
A fire broke out in the old Lake House
Shurleff & Co.'s.
walls Saturday night at about 12 o'clock.
Come, Spring-time, come t
The fire wan in the parlor and was easily Seieon of mirth ana sunshine, hope and flowers;
Wake lntojoyous life the woodlands dumb,
extinguished. A second fire broke out
For leafless bowers
at 4 o'clock λ. M., Sunday, under the Shelter not feather'd choirs, whence song melodious towers!"
The
out.
was
also
This
put
piazza.
E. J. Bell is working in Gilead.
walls and woodwork were found to be
%
There are
E. S. Smith attended court last week.
saturated with kerosene.
Miss Flora J. Wheeler bas returned lo
several theories as to its origin.
The drama, "Mrs. Brings of the Poul- W. A. Farwell's.
evenThe ice bridge across the Androscogtry Yard," was played Wednesday
ing at Robinson Hall by members of the gin remains firm and safe for heavy
teams.
Grange.
Hazen B. Lowell is hauling plank from
Presiding Elder Parsons held the
quarterly meeting at Welcbville Sunday. the Mills & Rolfe mill to the railway
The Guild met with Mrs. C. F. Star- etation.
The nights are now three hours shorton
bird Friday evening.
Married March 4th at the home of the er than at the beginning of winter, but
a case
more
bride's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Rollins are still plenty long enough.
Two teams from Mason are hauling
Keene, by Rev. Mr. Pettengill, Mr. ClarMiss Ethel lumber from Âlbany to this station for
ence Keene of Oxford and
the Paris Manufacturing Co.
Keene of Poland.
of the
home
the
3d
at
Next Wednesday is St. Patrick's Day,
Married March
and
Mrs.
Charles
and
Mr.
bride's parents,
spring begins next Sunday accordGammon, Mr. James of Auburn, and ing to the almanacs.
Eben Soribner has returned home from
Miss Winnie Gammon of Oxford.
Mrs. Mary Illsley of Bridgton has the woods near Andover, where he has
been working, and his brother, Amos E.
been visiting her sister, Mrs. Turnor.
Frank Lord and son Philip are in Bos- Scribner of Gorham, Ν. H., visited him
Lord's danghter, Mrs. last week.
ton with Mr.
Much has been written about the killBlanche Rowe.
The sudden death of Charles F. Du- ing of birds, and boys and cats have been
a new
rrell, one of our moat respected citizens, accused of destroying them, but nothing
the people. His has been said about tbe death-dealing
was a great shock to
a
sister, Mrs. Hawkes, went to call him to mowing machines and horse rakes,
breakfast and found him dead in bis which not only kill the young birds but
break tbe eggs and destroy all nests
bed March 12.
Walter Holmes, son of the late E. R. upon the ground. I have boys and cats,
Holmes of East Oxford, died at the in- but my mowing is done with handHe scythes, and birds can nest and raise
sane asylum in Worcester, Mass.
home for burial. Mr. their young in my fields unmolested.
was brought
Holmes was a much respected citizen
Byron.
and formerly held offices of trust in the
town. He leaves a son and daughter,
The new boiler for tbe mill at the gold
mine came last week and has been put in
two sisters and one brother.
The cast of characters in the drama, place. The new boiler is larger than the
ABBOTT
"Mrs. Briggs of the Poultry Yard," is as old one. It is expected that the mill
will be running again In a few days.
follows:
John E. and Jotham Shaw started on
Mrs. Briggs, a woman of business.
Emma Holden. a visit to friends at
Dixfield, Buckfield,
Hunting.
Joseph
Balpb,
f
)
Otho Holden. Minot, Mechanic Falls and Auburn on
Jimmy, I ker family,.. <J
f
Λ Una,
Augusta Wardwell. the train tbe Oth inst.
Elsie ltoweer.
...
l
Melissa, J
Born at Houghton, March 7tb, to the
Ed Falter.
Silas Greene, a near relative,
Dr. Holden. wife of David Ladd, a daughter.
Wm Lee, a wealthy neighbor
Ida Stone.
Guy Herrick has recently moved his
Virginia Lee, his daughter,
Daisy Thornton, her mend, ..Florence Hunting. family from Houghton to Auburn.
Mrs. O'Connor, with no liking for goats.
Miss Gertrude Ladd has been appointVera Kay.
ed superintendent of schools in town for
Manda Bates, whose tongue will stumble,
Jessie Kay. the
ensuing year.
Also a Complete Line of
Mrs. L. A. Dunn has been to Mechanic
A dance with music by Edwarde and
Fails to visit her father, who has been
Lamb's Orchestra.
The Washington party started Friday sick, but is better. She also went to
consisting of Miss Perkins, teacher, Elsie Kingfield to visit her sister, Mrs. Carroll
Bowser, Effie Towne, Mamie Kay, Alt- A. Young.
Mr. Bernard Andrews, who has been
vin Flood, Earl Kavanaugb, Otho Holden and Mrs. Holden. Mrs. H. R. Far- in town looking after his business, went
with
to his home in Canton Monday.
ris and Mrs. W. R. Farris went
G. L. Hall came down from Porter's
them as far as Boston.
camp recently where he has been the
SOUTH PARIS,
MARKET
past winter. He is stopping at L. A.
North Paris.
Dunn's.
Several have beeD very sick with the
tnumpe, but all are now better.
Norway Lake.
Mr. Abner Benson had a finger reReal March weather and bad colds still
moved from his hand last week by Dre.
Wheeler and Bradbury. He is doing prevail.
Mr. and Mrs. Asa D. Frost went to
well.
Lewiston Feb. 6th, returning home the
at
is
wood
West
Abbott
sawing
Leroy
8th. Mrs. Frost consulted a physician
Paris.
while there and they also visited their
Mr. Cushman lost a horse last week.
in Sabattus.
Mrs. A. J. Abbott visited a son in daughter
Mr. and Mrs. Chester Flint's baby has
South Waterford last week.
been quite ill with a bad cold, also their
boy Àrthur.
have
Ernest Muroh has been ont of the1
Prank Bubier and two children
Advertiser
office two days, Wednesday
Carl
and
hie
Mrs.
visited
sister,
Bacon,
and
S.
M.
Bubier, recently.
Thursday, on account of illness.
brother,
Little Elsie Nevers got her foot out
East Waterford.
Three stitches
quite badly recently.
Will Brown injured his back seriously
were required to close it.
Tuell school closed March 5, Mrs. Saturday. A bolt hook he was ueing
Etta Richards, teacher.
Programme slipped from a bolt, throwing him on his
consisted of recitations by Etta Hollis, back, straining the ligaments.
H. B. Doughty has traded one of his
Kirl Hollif, Inez Elwell, Ada Churchill,
on
Lydell Churchill, Edith Nevers, Laura horses with Austin Hutchinson for
two
another
Nevers and Vivian Elwell;
poems
gray one.
Mr. and Mrs. Clement Riggs spent
by the echool; songs, Upidee, school;
Swing Me in a Grape Vine Swing, May Tuesday at J. E. Mclntire's.
and Delia Elwell; Hammer Song, school;
Irving Morey, who has lived at O. L.
I Can't, I Can't, school; instrumental Hilton's several years, bas gone to
duet, Doris Field and Beatrioe Andrews. Bolster's Mills with bis father who is
The teacher furnished a nice treat of working there.
Mrs. Ida Gibbs is the guest of her
candy and peanuts.
commence
There will be a reunion of all the cousin, Mrs. L. E. Mclntire.
Mrs. Martha Pride and son Loren
scholars who have attended school at
North Paris, to be held July 7. There, spent Sunday at Norway.
will be a meeting held the evening of
C. H. Pride, wife and daughter,
March 16, at the Chapel, to make prepa- visited at North Fryeburg last week.
H. 0. Rolfe injured his hand in bis
rations for it. All who are interested
mill.
are invited to be present.

Oickvale.
day.
Mrs. Jennie Sanborn of Bethel visited
This community was saddened by the
news of the death of Rev. Alonzo Ab- at Perry Farrington's Tuesday.

operations

AOAINST

ADVICK

THE

AND

NEW

QUESTION.

—

Several relative# and friends of Mr.

............

bis home in North Waterford.
Isaiah Haselton has a bad cold.
Gertie F. Sloan, who has been with
relatives in Dorchester,
Mass., since
M re. Claude Cox of Auburn has been
January 1st, has returned home.
with
Mrs.
a
few
Charles
days
spending
Florence Cross and Lulu Cummings of
Cum mi tigs.
Bethel recently visited their grandBert Whitney and family of Âuburn
parents, Mr. and Mrs. 0. J. Cross.
.«pent Tuesday with his sister, Mrs.
W. Â. Bragg of Bethel was in town
Lewis Phillips.
last week.
is
home
from
Merrill
at
Mrs. llenj-y
Wilson's Mills.
Boston, but Mr. Ez^kiel Merrill was not
.tblo to come, but it is hoped be will be
Died in Wilson's Mills, Feb. 18th, at
later.
the home of his nephew, C. I. Wilson,
Tuesday. Fred Marshall and family. T. J. Bennett, aged 04 years.
Mrs. Joseph Hibbs, Alton Hibbs and
Ε. E. Storey is working for George
family, J. L. Bumpus and A. G. Bow- and Edgar Bennett.
man were at South Paris.
Joe Hart bad the misfortune to run
Mrs. W. A. Nichols has lately return- the saw on bis thumb,
making it necesed from a visit to Lewiston.
sary to go to Colebuok to have it dressBad colds are prevalent. The Smith ed.
family are all sick and Mr. Saunders who
Leslie and Al Hart went to Portland
boards there.
tast week to carry Hurry Hart to the
Mrs. Stowe is sick and many others.
hospital for treatment.
Hebron Grange held an all day meetDennis Kilgore of North Newry was in
ing Wednesday, and entertained East town Wednesday.
Hebron Grange.
May Fox bas gone to Colebrook to
The Suosbine Society met with Mrs. work.
Hibbs
last
week
Alton
Friday.
C. T. Fox has so far recovered from
Mrs. S. C. Howe, who has with her his sickness as to call on
neighbors.
been
at
the
Home
since
the
burnfamily
Alden Farnnm has been in town seting of her house last Saturday, will tling up, and N. R. Leach will take the
move into the D. P. Bailey house soon.
hotel.

forcement in the statutes ami resubmisPeru.
Who is it as a rule
sion in the limbos."
Nits. D. H. Conant is on the sick list
who wants resubmission? 1 need not
take time to answer this, for every one and is attended by Dr. Pease.
Mr. John Luddeo and Leslie Irish
knows that it is the people who want a
license law and who know that resub- went to Kumford nue day last week.
A dance will be held at Rockemeka
mission must be the first step to secure
it. Two-thirds of this legislature, or of Grange Hall March 13.
Mrs. Edna Rolls and daughter Lerene
any legislature, will not vote for resubvisited Mrs. H. E. Stillman last Tuesday.
mission.
I have studied all laws enacted to apMr. D. H. Conant has three breeds of
ply to the liquor traftic, and bave visited hens, Rocks, Reds and Wyandottee, or
all states and seen the practical work- 73 liens in all, from which he is getting
ings of all the systems, and I can re- about forty-one eggs per day.
iterate to-night with more confidence
Mrs. H. E. Stillman visited her broththan ever before what I have been say- er, J. Ε Conant, March 10.
at
its
for
that
H. R Robinson and wife visited relaprohibition
years,
ing
worst is better than any form of license tives and friends in East Sumner last
week.
at its best.
Referring again to the Maine law, no
Brownfield.
backward prohibition step will be taken
in Maine. The Stargis law will be reMr. Arthur Merrill of Portland is In
tained or some equally good enforcement the village looking after his interest in
law provided. The Bastings bill will the late Wentworth estate. He has sold
be enacted. The agency law will the timber lot on-the estate to W. V.
» retained with needful amendments. Eaton and W. L Johnson.
The W. C. T. U. believes that alcohol is
Mrs. Reuben Linscott was called to
a dangerous and unnecessary medicine,
Arlington on account of the sickness of
and is trying to educate all the people to Mrs. H. Cole nee Blanche Linecott.
think so, but while there are a decreasMr. W. Rowe remains quite feeble.
ing number of physicians who prescribe
The union meeting was Leld at the
It there sboild be a way for the pre- Univeraaliat church
Sunday last. The
scriptions to be filled without violation next one will be at the Congregational
of law.
church.
To-day the conscience of the people on
Items of interest are very scarce just
the temperance question is awakened as now.
The question is, Is it
never before.
right to sell strong drink? If it is, then
East Bethel.
every one who wishes to sell it should do
Miss Bertha Cole Is assisting Mrs. Carso.
If it is not, then no one should be
allowed to sell It by the paymeut of a rie Bartlett with her house work.
Mr. Lester Bean, who is teaching at
license fee. If prohibition did not reduce the amount of liquor sold and con- Vassalboro, is at home for a short vacasumed, all the brewers, distillers, liquor tion.
Mrs. C. M. Kimball visited her daughtellers, all of their papers and sympathizers would not be forever opposed to ter, Mrs. F. A. Frost, Locke's Mills, the
week.
prohibition; revolving against Κ in their past
Miss Edna Bartlett, Viola Bartlett,
conventions, raising vaat sums of money
to defeat and to overthrow it. They de- John Howe and Free Bean are at home
clare they "most spare no effort to save from Gould Academy for the spring vawhat is left of their business," but their cation.
Mrs. Η. E. Bartlett, Miss Nanette Abbusiness has in it no saving grace. It
It is doomed to de-, »ott, D. C. Foster and others attended
can not be saved.
structlon, and the sooner it Is destroyed,, Pomona at West Paris last week.
Mr. Porter Farwell made a business
root, trunk, branch and all, the better
.1 xip to South Paris last week.
for the world.

THE DOCTOR'S

Join'· Letter.

Bethel.

Brlrflrid

ΓίΠΙ·

Moses Swan is getting along quite well
from his recent
operation.
Mr. Clinton Cole passed away Saturat
March
his old home
afternoon.
6,
day
His daughter,
at the age of S3 years.
Mrs. Alva Estes, has always stayed at
home with him and cared for him as
only a daughter could. He was a good
and kind man antl will be greatly missed
in his home circle and by many friends
and relatives.
Bertha Cummings is on the sick list.
There will be a concert and dance at
the City, Saturday, March 13th.
A few from here attended the dance at Old Aunt
Emily,
Mrs. H. F. Atwoo<l
Aunt Emily,
Bryant's Pond Saturday evening.
Mr- Morton,
Mra. Lettle Font
Raymond Webber is driving team for Mrs.
Morton's «laughters:
Austin Hayes.
Mrs. Nellie Starblnl.
Helen,
Minnie, daughter of Gerald Swift, is
Miss Reulah Bobbins.
Grace,
Miss Gladys Young.
Be'le,
sick, requiring the care of a physician.
Irish girl,
Mrs. Cora Tlbbette.
Mrs. Walter Cole is gaining, though RliHly, colored
cook,
Dinah,

will increase rapidly. The prohibition
movement in the South is not a wave
It is not for the
that will recede.
benefit of the Negro, as has been said.
It is ethical and religious. I dare to
prophesy that before long we shall have
South. No doubt
a solid prohibition
some of you read a few months ag<> slowly.
Frank Willis is doing a good business
Dicksun's "Battle of the Bottles," in
at his mill here getting out spool strips.
the course of which he introduces this
He has five or six men employed.
bit of rhyme:
Mot>es Corbett is boarding at Ernest
"I lreame t a dream of miracle*: I mw the RueCurtis' and workiug at the saw mill.
elan free;
Chas. Richardson's three small chil1 «aw the bar-rooms close their doors In Memphis, Tennessee,
dren are sick.
I taw the laden camel vane through the needle's
1

t»T
Λ.
▼τ V8I

Market Square,

Pythian Block.
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AND

ROBES

AT REDUCED PRICES AT

The Tucker Harness Store.
good

Fur Robe now for
lock and I shall sell all my winter goods at

Why

not

buy

ΓΗΕ NORWAY NATIONAL BANK·
ΓΑΜΕΙβ
of Norway, Maine.
Ma
a

Ν.

OX KTmln flit.,

4

next season
a

bargain.

?

I have

an

over

\

FAVOR, prop.,

ïtu ΦχΙβνΑ

Hemorcxt

SOUTH_PABIS.

there
jaatic« for astanlt on on· of bet scholars £. Lowell and Jame· Poland,ordered
first brought that trouble into the pnb- bo appearanoe, and bail waa

will be served at the
Supreme Judicial Court.
Baptist vestry next Thursday at 6:45
p. x.
The mena will consist of salads,
MARCH TERM, 1909.
hot rolls, cold meats, cream sod costard
piee, warm gingerbread and ooffee. A Hon. Leslie C. Cornieh,
miscellaneous entertainment will follow.
Jnatioe Presiding.
'25 cents for supper and entertainment, Charles F. Whitman,
Clerk.
15 cents for supper. ▲ cordial invitaD. Small,
Stenographer.
tion is extended.
County Attorney.
Ralph T. Parker,
Sheriff
Paris Grange will bave an all day Hiram R. Hubbard,
Jailer.
Cole,
meeting Saturday, March 20.
Norway Η·"?
W. A.
Deputy aa Crier.
Grange is invited to furnish the after- W. A. Bicknell,
Messenger.
Barrows,
noon programme.
A farce entitled
Librarian.
Zerubbabel's Second Wife will be given Walter L. Gray,
in the evening, followed by a sociable.
A good business bas been done in
The cast:
court during the first week of the term,
Deacon Zerubbabel Scru ber.
A. L. Holmes. though only three verdicts have been reMIm Maill'U Wlggtn*
Mrs. Abble Abbott. turned.
The bulk of the civil business
Peggy· Miss Wtggtna' mal of all work,
and
Mr·. Ada King. of the term has been disposed of,
a slice of the criminal business lias
quite
There will be a rehearsal of the degree been
got out of the way.
team of Mt. Mca Lodge for the first
Judge Cornish, while always courteous,
and
the
degree Tuesday evening
degree liae kept thiogs moving. He is judiwill be worked Thursday evening on cious in
expediting the court business,
seven
candidates, two for their own and very clear in his instructions, auii
lodge and five from Norway Lodge, an has won the good opinion of everybody,
exchange of degree work similar to that with the possible exception of the reof last, winter having been arranged. spondents in criminal cases. RespondMt. Mica Lodge has also accepted an in- ents in liquor cases have particular reavitation to visit HirriRon Lodge Satur- Hon to disapprove of him, aa he has so
day evening and work this same degree. far invariably given jail sentences in I
All the 0#d Fellow* who inten·! to those cases, whether a first or ateenth
take the trip to Harrison Saturday even- offence.
ing are asked to leave their names with
Court opened promptly on time TuesEllis Doble as early as Thursday so he day morning, prayer being offered byl
can furnish conveyance for them.
Rev. J. W. Chesbro of South Pari*.
After the formalities of the various
Formed.
District
Superintendence
proclamations, the juries were orgauized.
Sixteen of the grand jury, which was
Salad rapper

llo eye.
There being
Friday, work

do
on

civil

the

de-

faulted.

τ

Saturday the juries were excriminal docket cused for the rest of the day, and the E E.

case·

for trial on

At ooon

1

nobwat.

was

a

Η

lutin*.,
—Λ

Un. Marcos A. Hanna, widow of the

famous chairman

of

the

Republican

BLUE

daring the flrat
Walker of Brldgtoo and McKinley campaign in 1896, ia building
E«q., of Fryebarg, were one of tbe largest cottage· at Seal Harnational committee

STORES.

bor constructed for some time.
afternoon session was taken up with di«
vorce hearings and other matters for the
will
town
in
NEAR DEATH IN BIO POND.
begin Monday,
All schools
court.
March 29ih.
was a thrilling experience to Mrs.
It
chilto
exclude
It is not uncommon
Ida Soper to face deatb. "For years a
The Ladies' Flinch Club met with Mr·.
dren nnder fourteen years of age from
severe long trouble gave me intense sufIs it not about time you were thinking
X. L). Bolster Friday afternoon.
the court room during the trial of cerfering," she write*, "and several times
further,
Cornish
tain
cases.
goes
Judge
about your new suit Ρ
Mrs. C. G. Curtis of Oxford has been s
remedies
All
death.
caused
my
nearly
and ha* given the sheriff instructions
costs of $19 30.
failed and doctors said Τ was incurable.
guest of Mrs. A. D. Park for a few days
A number of respondents pleaded nut not to admit minors to the room during
Then Dr. King's New Discovery brought
at
the work on the criminal
Mrs. Georgie Twitchell of Gorham
gailty, and then the trial of John Barrett any part of
quick relief and a cure so permanent
the
S. II., is a guest of Mrs. £. N. Ander
for assault on Walter J. Russell began. docket. He has also instructed
<1 U..».r A
S Kimball a.«isted that I have not been troubled in twelve
Maeter
of
Orand
son.
The alleged assault was committed al sheriff that when the seating capacity
smitb Install- years." Mrs. Soper lives in Big Pood,
one night the room is fully occupied, no more
near
Rumford
midnight
was
the
state
taken
to
Falls,
C. P. Campbell
Pa. It works wonders in Coughs and
Co. strike spectators shall be admitted.
International
the
Wednes
Paper
last
at
during
insane hospital
Augusta
Sore Lungs, Hemorrhages, LaColds,
civil
week
one
for
remains
thia
There
last fail. The evidence was very short,
We shall be very glad and anxious to
Asthma, Croup, Whooping
day.
Orippe,
Oxford
vs.
Robinson
Aben
for
caae
was
trial,
in,
and after the state's evidence
and all Bronchial affections. 60c
Cough
Mutual
of
Patrons
Geo. A. Wilson, Jr., is at home, called
Mr.
Husbandry
show
It is all right if you are
bis
of
County
advice
attorney,
Barrett by
you.
and <1.00. Trial bottle free. GuaranFor the rest
home by the very serious illness of his
McCarthy, retracted and pleaded guilty. Fire Insurance Company.
A
Co.
not
to
A.
Shurtleff
teed
by-F.
end
week
the
ready buy.
ΡαΓ0^·ίη£
mother.
He also pleaded guilty in another case of the term, whiob will probably
^flned
this week, the time will be
Rare to Belief for Wemen.
charging assault upon David Iebester, some time
Miss Rose A. Murphy is the guest of
the
with
remaining
thib being practically a part of the same taken up mainly
If yon have palm In the back, Urinary, Bladher sister, Mrs. Walter E. Penlev, in
which is of Carroll, Mr·.
<ler or Kidney trouble, and want a certain, pleas
act. It appeared in evidence that Bar- oriminal business. The case
Greenwood.
will return the ant herb cure for woman's Ilia, try Mother
of
that
is
interest
most
naturally
but
public
rett was a picket of the strikers,
of our assortment.
for we are
Gray's AutralUn-LMf. It la a safe ami
Miss Elinor Tuell of West Paris wai
or by mall
that the assaulted men were workmen in the indictment against John P. Penley
never-falling regulator. At Druggists
athandsome
with
criminal
of
Adiires».
him
FREE.
had
of
SO
cents.
colorings.
three
Paris,
package
charging
all
Sample
the guest of Mies Rose A. Murphy for a
and
that
the Oxford mill,
11-14
Μ·"10' Kl"°' Tbe Mother Gray Co.. Le Roy, Ν. T.
girl of nine years. Assistfew days last week.
been drinking.
We have again this year
tractive.
Judge Cornish imposed assault upon aGeneral
Charles P. Barnes,
the same sentences as in the lower court, ant Attorney
To Break la Rnr Shoes Always Use
From 77 Rhode Island Red pullets, R
the well known
the case
$5 and costs in one case, and thirty days who was county attorney when
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Penley & Plummer's
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discount
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worth of groceries with
per
the regular price of most all articles in stock.
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Skins

Saturday, March 6.

Opp. Grand Trunk Depot, South Paris.

Protect Yourself

The Ρuzzler

Against sudden attacks of constipation, indigestion, sick headache, biliousness, torpid liver, by always keeping on hand the
true "L. F." Atwood's Bitters. An occasional dose safeguards the system against the ailments most common
For nearly sixty
to men, women and children.
and happiness
years they have stood for health
cents a bottle.
in thousands of homes.

Dr. Austin Tenney,
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than any other mill in town.
ΙΟ Α. M.M4 P. M.
Call and get my prices and convince
At Rumford, Friday, March 12th.
your self.
Eyes examined free and all Glasses
I am agent for SUCRENE Dairy
warranted satisfactory.
Feed and SCHUMACHER Stock
At Home Office, 31 Lisbon St.,
Feed. I call your attention to these
Lewiston,
every day except Fridays.
two feeds as they have stood the test
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Rheumatism Cannot be Cured
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Heart
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Failure and
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Uric and Rheumatic Acids.

A. C. Maxim,
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Deaths,

Sudden

South Paris.
The Rheumatic person is skeptical reWMt pari3 garding the claims of almost any remedy

j
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advertised
une

can

for Rheumatism and
blame him for being so.

as a cure

scarcely

All the plasters and liniments combined
expert Watchcured a case of Rheumamaker with Bigelow, never actually
tism. They may relieve it in one quarter
Kennard <5t Co Boston.

15

years

Guaranteed.

for as

Acid remains in the blood,
A litMe out of the way
j entirely free from the trouble.
but it pays to wa'k.

is

one

Glove Rubbers
Best Fitting
AND

mended

—

Home for Sale.
street going from South Paris
Norway, nearly opposite fair
ground buildings. A good chance to

On

to

Rubbers made.

Well watered,
a few boarders.
tlectric passes the door. Stable, hen
houses and a large garden with some
good bearing apple trees. A good
take

Frothingham,

Soutb.

only.

Uric-0 is sold and personally recomby F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

Y.

Best Wearing

W. 0.

to cure Rheumatism

Uric-0 is sold by druggists at 75c. and
A liberal sample may
SI.00 the bottle.
be procured by writing to the Smith
Drug Co., 220 Smith Bldg., Syracuse, N.

trade to desirable
house or write for

Paris.
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Our— Cold·) Prevents Pn*tiioonla

Call at

parties.

particulars.

MRS. C. C. DEARBORN,
South Paris, Maine.

The A. C.
A well established business.
Jones Machine and Plumbing Business, situated
on Main Street, South Paris, Maine.
THE SHOP, LOT, MACHINERY, TOOLS, STOCK, AND

ENTIRE EQUIPMENT.

A good stock of Machine Screws, Bolts, Nuts, Etc.
Pipe, Fittings,
Valves and Plumbing Supplies. Electric Power and Light. City Water.

All in

running

order and

machine work and

business in

doing a good

plumbing.

Address,

general repairing

of

W. S. Jones, Executor of A. C. Jones Estate.

The New-York

ALMOST

Tri-Weekly

AS

Tribune

metropolitan newspaper for busy people, almost as
good as a daily, aud your Rural Free Delivery Carriei
bring» it to your door three times every week.
It is published ou Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays,
and contains all the most important news of The Daily

GOOD

is a

AS

a guarantee of its value.
If you live in the village or on a farm and have not
time for a daily newspaper you may oe kept in close touch
with all important news of the world at a verv small cost.
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKLY
TRIBUNE is only 11.50 per year, but you can secure it with
your own favorite local newspaper, The Oxford Democrat,

Tribune, which is

A
DAILY

Papers One Year for $2.25.

NEWSPAPER.

Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,
South Paris, Maine.
Your name and address on a postal card to THE NEWYORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City, will
bring you a free sample copy.

Pianos

Organs.

as

Large Stock of New Pianos and Organs.

Good second hand organs from $15 to $40. Nice trade for anyone
Second hand pianos from $125 to $175.
to buy for New Year's present.
Nice instruments. Square pianos for $15, $25, $35. Stools, Chairs and
other musical merchandise.

a

good

Write for

trade in musical instruments.

catalog

of

playerpianos.

Here is

W. «Γ. Wheeler,

in
When in want of

anything

MIND!

in our lines give us

WK CAN SAVE YOU MONEY.

a

call.

WE SELL

Doors, Windows, Frames, Builders* Finish, Glass, Putty, Nails,
Builders' Hardware, Sheathing Paper,
Honse Points,
Barn Paints,
Roof Paints,
Our

Paioid

Wagon Paints,

Floor Paints,
Floor Dressing,
Floor Finish,

paints include Impervious,

Roofing—The beet of all
try imitations.

Linseed Oil,

Varnishes,

Tnrpentine,

Brashes.

liqnid Filler,

Heath A

Milligan,

and Sherwin-Williams.

roofings. THE TIME TESTED KIND.

Don't

Screen Door* and Window Screens—We make to order. The kind that lasts.
Regular sizee of doors in stock. Have your veranda screened in.
We sell wire screen cloth, spring hinges, Ac.

Wheelbarrows—We

have a few first olass wheelbarrows.

Telephone· and Electrical Supplies—We
beet for automobiles and

sell "Colombia

telephones.

must take the juice of at least two at
meal, and these must not be sweet
ones.
She must also give up oil with
*
8U^st^u^e 'em°n juice for

Call and see them.

Ignition Batterie·" the

S. P. MAXIM & SON,

every

vinegar

absolutely necessary.

îfvi

Kive

2; MOUNTAIN I

"Someshe sobbed.
Bnt I
thing seems to hold me back.
could not let yon go without telling
you that I cared."
All that winter Leslie waited for his
ultisummons, so secure was be In her
mate need of him. But the winter
and the spring, and the sum-

PRINCESS.

can't

By JEROME «PRAGUE.

Copyrighted,

IMS, by
Literary Press.

Associated

"Cut out left lung. It Ι· ·ο far gone
with tubercule·!· that it i· good for
nothing and only endanger· tbe rest.
"Trim off 60 or 60 pounds of fat.
With reduced atomach and lung capacity
he can't carry so much ballast.
"Make all minor repairs needed to
keep him going for ten or twelve years

more."

again and the fall, and once
the woods were red and gold and
green, and still he bad heard nothing
from her.
And one day he said to himself: "1
must fro to her. Surely if she love»
mer came

more

down tbe broad aisles of tbe forest toward a little stream where be was fish-

more beside·.
Unbelievers may find at
the Rockefeller institute for medical research in New York aome living circumstantial evidence in support of these staggering assertions.

comedy."

bungalow,

shone out

see/]

Bloodine Liver Pills cure Slok Headaches, Biliousness, Dizziness, Dyspepsia
and Constipation. 26c. a box, mailed by
The Bloodine Co., Inc., Boeton, Mau.

Some are
pear as small aa possible.
circular or semi-circular, bnt these are
made with a demi-traln aa a rule.—Mo-

Call's.

Foley's Honey and Tar cures coughs
quickly, strengthens the lungs and expels oolds. Oet the geoalne In a yellow
package. V. A. Shurtleff à Co.

yean this old household remedy
57
h&j been known aad used by the American public. It

Leare Union Wharf, Boaton,
lay· only, at 7 p.m., for Portland.

TRUE S ELIXIR
U the best remedy
for old and young.
Relieve· Coiwtipattlou, regulate· the
r8tomach and Bowel·, and expel· all

wildly.

"Then why didn't you send for me?"
he demanded.
"Because I couldn't ask you to marry
when 1
me when I was 111 and ugly,
would not when I was well, could I?"
she asked. "I took cold Inst winter,
and then tbere whs pneumonia, and

is no one but old Aunt Dolly and Uncle Fred to consider, and au long as
they have a comfortable fireside and
the magazines and novels that 1 order
from town they are content. And my
servants are tbe mountain people. Fur
tbe rest, I have tbe birds and the

At All

they keep me shut In. All sumand all the spring and fall I have
watched from the windows I knew if
but 1
you came you would set me free,
couldn't write and burden you with

Freight rate·

Druggists

Optioian.

y

—ι

in Crayon, Water color,

Sepia and Oil a specialty.

Bloodine

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

A trial will convince anyone.

Weak

and unhealthy kidneye are responsible
for many kinds of diseases, and if permitted to cootinae, much suffering is
sure to follow.

Is

one

Strainer

and

of the

greatest

Sani-

tary inventions of the age.

No farmer should be withWe have arranged with

out one.

?
W. WALKER & SON

A.

in the
our goods
of Paris, Norway,
Oxford and Hebron, who

to

sell

towns

will be

pleased

show

to

The
them at any time.
shape and construction of
these filters is such that they

be used

pail, jug

on a

Read what
any vessel.
the Press says of this won-

or

—

derful invention.

Carpets Willard

Μ Τ g Co.,
Haine.

Lewiston,

patterns and clean

60 YEARS'

up stcck.

EXPERIENCE

Patents

Chas. F. Ridlon,
Corner Main and Danforth Sts.,

TRADK MARKS
Disions
Copyrights Ac.
sketch and description tc»r
whether m

....

Αητοηβ lending »
quickly ascertain our opinion frse
Invention ι* probably patentable. Commutji.·»·
tloni strictly ooiitldenllal. HANDBOOK on Patent!

MAINE.

NORWAY,

lent free. oldest agency for securing patents.
Patent· takmi through Mann A Co rectlr·
iptrial not ter. without charge, la tb·

Scientific American.

IjKK SHD fou tbk ball.

female sex iu human shape, Mme. Batavia seems fond of being dressed up
The picture shows her in her
line.

A handaomely Illustrated weekly. Lanrest dr.
rotation of any sdentioe tournai. Term·. H s
year; four month·, f L Sold by alt newsdealer».

York
îo.,e'B^"'New
06

silk ball gown.
Hardly any trained bear of today,
however, Is so wise as oue that used
to furnish a large part of the amusement In au old fashioned cirrus. Boys
and girls howled and doubled themselves up with laughter at its stage
performances. Itr. master, Mr. Bradbury, was a clowu in the circus and
loved Ills ungainly pet as if it had

kind of terror.
"Poor little wild bird," said Leslie
tenderly; "they kept you caged too

long."

He made her ait down beside him
while be led the conversation cheerfully into other channels, aud after a
time he taught her more songs, and
their voices rang out melodiously in
And all about
the still October air.
them was the glory of autumnal col-

been a baby. It was as gentle as uny
oring, the red and gold and green of dog and never had to be muzzled in
the mountain side, with a sapphire sky the street or elsewhere. Children loved
it and played with It. and you could
above.
And when their song was finished not tell which enjoyed the frolic more,
Leslie said, "Tomorrow I am going the bear or the children.

This bear used to follow Mr. Bradbury through the streets like a dog.
If he entered a restaurant, bruin went
in, too, and sat in an armchair like a
gentleman and daintily ate rolls held
In Its fore paws.
One of its circus
tricks was to do tills eating act sitting
at a table with the clown, a hat cocked
rowdylshly upon Its head above its left
ear.
That was a performance which
pleased the children as much as anything else.
The huge polar bear has a very small
head, consequently less brains than its

"ToWill

"Yes."
"I will be on my porch," she promised. "You can see me in the moon-

light."

and for a moment
at her
Then he
not try to tell you
me to go without
tome hope. Perhaps some day you will
f«sel differently."
Again the frltrhtened look came Into
He took her hand
stood looking down
snld softly: "I shall
how hard It Is for

Bankrupt's Petition

You are protected
when you

this flour.

use

Their perfect system in milling is a guarof its absolute cleanliness, wholesome goodness and uniform
η quality. A

antee

A baking

nvince
will convince
you that no other could give
jive
you entire satisfaction.
or two

WilliamTeli
Hour

/f

dropped

"And yor
her hands.
think," he began, "that I might be?"
"Oh, no, no!" she protested. "Bui
you would have the right to say what
I should do. You would be—my mas

Grocer's

Hall District School House
for Sale.

Under authority of a vote of the town of Pari·
taken at IIimmI mooting on March first, 1903,
the 8upefMKndlng School Committee hereby
offer fofSale the Hall District School IIoum, socalled, situated near Hall pond In said town.
8ealed bid· will be received by this Committee
until April drat at noon. The right le reserved
TRAINBD POL A Κ HEAR
to reject any or all bids.
black and brown cousins, yet even it
CLARENCE Q. MORTON,
may be trained to do "stunts" that a
CHARLES H. HOWARD,
For
find
difficult.
or
would
girl
boy
GEO KG Κ M. ATWOOD,
balance
can
Instance,
you
yourself 10-13
Sup. 8.8. Com. of Parle.
the
chairs
like
backs
of
two
the
upon
South Peris Savings Bank.
circus bear in the picture?

ter."
"Little child," he commanded, "loo!
at me."
And when her eyes met his won
derlngly he said slowly: "Lore lik<
mine asks nothing but your happiness
As my wife you would be free, for,
after nil. that woman is the freest whe
lives within the circle of her husband'!
love."
"I can't
But she shook her bead.
"1
feel that way," she murmured.
wish I could."
The uext night as Leslie's horse picked its way carefully down the winding
road It reared a little whan a white
figure came out of the bushes.
"1 couldn't bear to wave goodby so
far away."* the girl faltered as be disHer
mounted and stood beside her.

huge polar

It Is not so easy even with the chairs
braced.

PuzzU and Answer.
Dr. BUblg and bis daughter and ProfMsor Whackem and his wife all went
to take a walk one day and found an
apple tree by the road that had fonr
apples on It. Each took one, and atill

Annual

}

In

Bankruptcy.

To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of tbr District Court of the Untte<l State* for the Ρΐκ-:
of Maine:
fecteau, of Rumfori, in it·
County of Oxford, and State of Milne,
in salit District, respectfully represent», that on
the 11th day of April, la»t past, he was duiy
idiudged bankrupt, under the Act· of Congru»
relating to Bankruptcy; that be ha* duly >ur
rendered all bl· property and right· of prupcrty
ind haa fully compiled with all the require:: «-nu
it aald Acta and of the omri of Court touchlsg
Ills bankruptcy.
Wherefore ne pray·, that he may be decree·!
ill
by the Court to have a full discharge fromsail
lebta provable against hi· eatate under
bankruptcy Acts, except auch debt· a» iri n
ceiiteil l>v law from such discharge.
bated tnls l*t day of March, A. D. lauy.

Henry

N. D. Bolster & Co.

cruel"—

)

Bankrupt. )

7'iliAMTEV.V
by the millers

Discharge.

for

In the matter of
HENRY FECTEAU,

Fnr Sale
Sale» nf
\
For
at Your

If you knew ho·

F Bt, Washington. D. c.

*.

Bl
ANSTED A BURK
COMPANY, Milkn,
S». lofiUU, Okie
Spi

unhappy my mother was—my fathei

Meeting.

HENRY FECTEAU, Bankrupt.
NOTICE THEREON.
District of Maine, m.
On this 6th day of March, A. D. 190·, o:
reading the foregoing petition, It is—
Ordered by the Court, that a bearing be bad
A. l>.
upon the aame on the 'JBtb day of Mari li.
1909, before said Court at Portland, In saM !>'·
trict, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon; anl that
notice thereof be published In The oiforl
Democrat, a newspaper printed In said District,
»nd that all known credltora, and other person*
in Interest, may appear at the said time *->
lace, and show cause, If any they hav<\ wh»
ORDER OF

Β

>e

prayer of

p-sued.

aald

petitioner

should

not

<

And It Is further ordered by the Court, tliitf
the Clerk shall aend by mall to all known ere
Itors copies of said petition and this order, s·.·
ilressed to them at tnelr place· of residence u

Haled.
witness the Hon.' Clarence Hale, Ju'lg*

of the said Court, and the »eal thereof, at I ort'
lamf, In Mid District, on the 6th day of Marti.
A. D. 1900.
JAMES E. HEWEY. Clerk.
[L.·.]
A true copy of petition and order thereoo
Attest : JAMES E. HEWEY. Clerk

Bankrupt's Petition

the matter of

for Discharge.

)
LEBELL,
[in Bankruptcy.
Bankrupt. )
Hon.
Γο the
Clarence Hale, Judge of the District Court of the United Sûtes for the DlstrW
of Maine:
In tb«
QEORGE LEBELL, of Rumford.
UT County of Ozforl, and State of Maine,
in said District, respectfully represent". th»»
»*·
>n the £Hb day of February, last past, be
«"
July adjudged bankrupt, under the iiti
Congress relating to Bankruptcy; that ben*»
ot
snd
rights
all
his
surrendered
property
luly
all u*
property, and has fully compiled with 1er· o'
or
the
of
Acta
and
said
of
requirements
Court touching his bankruptcy.
le
Wherefore he prays, That be may be
:rced by tbe Court to nave a full discharge fro·
ssi
ill debts provable against his estate under
ei
Acta, except such debts a· are
bankruptcylaw
from such discbarge.
:epted by
Dated this J7lh day of February. A. D. !**>■
GEORGE LEBELL, Bankrupt
ORDER OF NOTICE ΤΠΕΗΚΟ*.
District or Mains, m.
On thU 6th day of March. A. D. 1909, on res·!
Ing the foregoing petition, It Is—
hs'
Ordered by tbe Court, That a hearing i*
Α. υ·
upon the same on the 36th day of Mareh.
I'1'
1909, before said Court at Portland, In said thai
and
Irict, at 10 o'clock In the foreioon;
*
(UiH.
iv_i
In

GEORGE

Notice le hereby given that the annual meeting
corporation of Soul h Pari· Saving· Bank
for the election of officer* for the ensuing year
and the transaction of any other buslncaa that
may legally come before said meeting, will be
held at It· banking room· In South Part·, on
there was oue left on the tree. How Thursday, March 29,1909, at two o'clock, P. M.
QEORGE M. ATWOOD, Secretary.
Dr. Bllbig's daughter
could this be?
the said time and P1**·
10-13 Interest, may appear at
South Parti, Maine, March 8,190».
ind show cause, If anv tbev have, why the pr*r
was the wife of the professor, and so
not be granted.
snould
said
Mr
of
petitioner
there were only three In the party.
τη
And It Is further ordered by the Court,
DO YOU WANT TO QO TO COLLEGE? If
mall
to all known ere»
shall
send
the
Clerk
hunalreadv
We
have
by
ao we can help yon.
put
s
order,
dred· throi-gh college by mean· of our plan. itors copies of said petition and this
Just For Fun.
Write to-day for full Information regarding our Iressed to ti.cm at tnelr places of residence
Why was Samson the greatest dra- offer of a free scholarship In any school or col- Mated.
Ju·
Witness the Hon. Clasence Hale.
£
lege. Address, Robert J. Sherlock, 29-41 East
r°n
matic btar that ever lived? Because he 229
)f tbe said Court, and the seal thereof, at.
8
New York City.
18treet,
n.
Mao
land, In tald District, on tbe etb day of
brought down the house.

very pale In the moonlight,

"And
and her hair shone like gold.
then there Is something that 1 want to

say.'

A light came Into his eyes as he
"Tell me." he whisbent over her.

pered.

"I love yon," she snld simply, but
shook her head at his eager exclama-

of the

-·

----

tion.

now.

com·?"

OS

to close out odd

the greater happiness.
"But when I am alone I think of the
city where you would take me and
that you would have a right to say
whether I should go or come, and 1
feel ns if I were again behind high
walls."
Her eyes were dark with a queer

too

Filter

'

Dairy

The

A LOW PRICE

Wool

with you, fishing or learning songs
or hearing you tell of your travels.
And sometimes It seems to me that Is

would

SOUTH PARIS,

Nichols St.,

can

am

"But I cannot marry you-not
It would not be right—not while
Bat I
I have this fear of the city.
want to ask If—If—some day I feel
differently—If I should send for you—

L. M. TUFTS,

The World's Tonic

—

I was as free as a bird."
"And now you are not free?" He put
the question eagerly.
Her grave eyes met his steadily.
"No," she said; "you—you have made
me question. I am very happy when 1

was

Mouldings ^

High Grade Portrait Work

NORWAY, MAINE.

Gained 15 pounds in 00 days by taking
In Euro|>e much oftener than in
Alex Williams, 27 Perkins
America bears are trained to be led Bloodine.
through the street? and perform cir- St., Melrose, Mass.
cus antics and make an easy living for
One famous fetheir lazy masters.
Mrs. Octavia E. Carpenter, gained 20
male bear connected with a menagerie
by taking eiz bottles of Bloodine.
pounds
in London has even been trained to
waltz, standing erect and moving her
R. J. Farnum, Maiden, Mass., was
big fat hind feet In exact time to the
This bear's name Is cured of Rheumatism with Bloodine,
dance music.
Mme. Batavia, and her ball dress Is after suffering eight years.
made of brilliant purple silk. Like the

came

face

&

Lowest Prices ill (Mori Only.

one to carry me off."
these most important organs.
And a month later as she sat in front
The kidneye filter and purify the
the
and
on
the
of her tent
dry plain
blood—that Is their work.
wind ruffled her hair and brought the
Therefore when your kidneys are
pink of returning health to her cheeks weak or out of
order, you can underher husband said, "So the little wild
stand bow qnickly your entire body is
bird came back to her cage."
seems to
She shook her head and reached out affected, and how every organ
her hand to him. "Ah. no," she said, fail to do its duty. If you are sick or
and her voice thrilled with the won
"feel badly" begin taking the great kidder of her happiness. "Ah, no, but the ney remedy, BLOODINE, because as
little wild bird found her mate."
•oon as your kidneys are well they will
help all the other organs to health.

my girlhood behind high walls.
"When i became my own mistress 1
bought a bungalow out here, aud because I had lived always under strict
rules I said that I would live without
any—that I would not even enter the
bondage of matrimony—and until you

He

Mats, Mirrors

masterfully!
longed for some

She was always afraid that uiy
py.
father would take me away from her—
they were separated, you know. And
so we were always hiding, always shut
In. And after she died I was sent to
α school In a big city and lived all of

was

low a· other ltnea.

a·

Picture Frames

body

"KO THE LITTLE WILD BIRD CAME BACK
TO HEU CAGE."

"No—no.

principal

and Pictures,

POSITIVE PROOF.

her eyes.

aale at

on

J. F. LISCOMB, General Agent,
Portland, Me.

my woes."
"In sickness and in bealth." he quotbuilder.
Is a
ed—"Isn't that what they say in the
thousands of
marriage sen-Ice, dear? And now liscured
baa
BLOODINE
ten. You are to get well at once. We
of Kidney and Bladder diseases.
people
will go to the desert, and we will live
It used to be considered that only uriin the sunshine, and we will start toand bladder troubles were to be
nary
morrow."
to the kidneys, bnt now modern
traced
She smiled up at him. "IIow good It
seems." she sold, "to hear you say It so science proves that nearly all diseases
If you knew how I have have their beginning in the disorder of

Funny Feats of
Trained Bears.

quickly.

Through ticket·
railroad station·.

HILLS,

mer

0r

Returning

)je„ 50c., $1.00.

Jeweler and Graduate

Dingle;"

"Governor

B.

Γ p. κ., for Boaton.

Plea«ant
to take. Children
like It.

now

mountain side and tbe winter skies
and the freedom."
He smiled at her. "That means so
much to you—freedom."
She nodded. "If you had known my
life as a child. Mother was so uuhap·

morrow?"
"Yes; at half past 10 at night
you wave me farewell?"
"You go by the river road?"

Steamship·

'Ransom

worm·.

single spot of light
through the gathering dark-

he said, and she stood up.
with a little cry, and then his arms
were about her, and she was sobbing

You
"You are wedded to an idea.
think that you can be happy all your
life living up here, but you can't"
"You think I should be hnppier with

home."
She caught her breath

•TATEBOOHS fl.OO.

"Pear,"

Washington

jour

Fuller" leave Pr»nklit
iVharf, Portland, week day· only v

where a

He crept to the window and gazed
In and saw her sitting before her big
a
fire alone, a little wasted figure In
white gown.
It seemed as if his heart stopped
beating as he hurried through tbe ball
and came Into the room where she sat

mountains."

u;j

Portland Division.

ΓΠΜΤ CLAM F ABE fl.oo.

a

ness.

ber.
"Thafs tbe seventh
She laughed.
time In seven days that you have asked me to marry you. And I will always tell you that I am wedded to tbe

W

Eista Mil dm,

by juit little
precaution and watchfulness.
There are many ill· of childhood
—the majority of them trivial—
which can readily be corrected and
cured by a timely dose of
in their children

she will say 'Yea.'
It was raining as be ascended the
mountain, and the leaves were sodden
nnder the horse's feet. Fear seemed to
clutch at his heart as be came to the

"Ton look like a dryad," Leslie said,
"in tbat gray green gown, but dryads
don't sing songs from the latest music-

An Arrow at a Venture.
The minister had juat finished a little
opening talk to the children, prepara- bees and the butterflies."
"And how
Leslie's eyes twinkled.
tory to the morning service, when Mrs.
Berkley suddenly realized, with all tbe long hare you lived ulone with the
agony of a careful housewife, that she birds and tbe butterflies?"
had forgotten to turn the gas off from
"Since May," she told him.
the oven in which she had left a nicely
What of
"And now it is October.
cooked roast, all ready for the final rewinter days that are coming,
heating. Visions of a ruined dinner and the
south and the buta smoky kitchen roused her to imme- when the birds fly
diate effort and borrowing a pencil from terflies die and tbe bées lie close In
the young man in front, ahe scribbled a the hollow trees?"
note. Just then her husband, an usher
"Then there will be the beauty of the
of the church, passed her pew. With a denil forests and the snow on the

—

Mothers Can t
Prevent Sickness

"

me

ing.

Nonsense, say you?
a bit of it.
Perhaps no man could
stand it to have quite all these thlnga
done to him at one time, but the aur-. you?"
"I know It" he said eagerly.
geone could do their part all right.
They know they could, becauae they She shook her head.
"But I shouldn't be free. Here I am
have already performed all these seemingly Impoasible feata and a great many mistress of my own domain. There
Not

promlste,"

passed

Far op on the mountain Leslie beard
her singing, and be smiled as be recognized a song tbat be bad taugbt ber.
She was still singing as she danced

al

She cannot have cream or sugar in her
the coffee itself, save at
muet
plece t0 BUgarleee
anH milkless weak tea.
She can have
watch dud the untne of one of oar and
she thrust tbe
murmured "Hurry!"
K
presidents. Begin when· the hour hand acid fruit, but if it it is stewed do sugar
note into bis hand, and he, with an
must be added.
The
the
to
right.
is pointing and read
nod, turned, paesed up
Grapes, peaches, melons, prunes, and understanding
initial letters of these pictures will
and handed the note to the
bananas are tabooed, as they are flesh the aisle,
Mrs. Berkeley saw the act in
form bis name.
producers. No cereals for her; no hot minister.
and ahuddered aa she
bread save dry toast; no pork in any speechless horror,
saw tbe minister smilingly open the uote
her
'No. 420.—Eleven Hidden Fish.
and
no
water
with
no
veal,
form,
Bat her expression
and begin to read.
"I wonder If Caesar dluee on flsli din- meaia, and ju.t aa little away from them
of dismay was fully equaled by tbe look
ners? I'm sure he'd call this a pioper as she can endure, mineral water being
of amazement and wrath on the good
chowder," said Hal. "1 buttered the taken by preference.
man'· face as he read the words:
advocates
Dr.
Weir
Mitchell
copious
mancrackers, and Eric oddly enough
"Go home and turn off tbe gas!"
of skim milk for the safe redraughts
aged to shake some salt into it, so now duction of flesh. He states if it be taken
The Qordlan Knot.
Ella Is
we say that we mnde it alone.
plentifully at and between meals it will
When one of Uncle Sam1· Bailor·, a
Elderly positively cause a patient to lose half a
our best blueberry picker.
man named Cordon, formerly serving on
people hate to flounder round in the pound of flesh a day. Baths must be one of our vessels in a West Indian
aod
a
hard
flesh
in
cold
whit
taken
a
care
water,
doesn't
she
bushes, but
squadron, was taken to the Naval HosIngersoli had a rehearsal Monday for brush muet be plied vigorously.
he described with
pital in
his play, but couldn't rout out the acgruesome vividness to his companions
Development of Children.
there his adventure with a shark off one
tors."—Youth's Companion.
Do you keep sharp watch on the chilof the islands in the West Indies.
dren s spinal columns and shoulders?
"I had just fell over the bulwarks,"
No. 421.—Numerical Enigma.
When there is the slightest inclination
•aid tbe able seaman, "when along comes
While traveling 1 started one day to to stooping shoulders, look into the mata big shark an' grabs me by the leg."
visit the ancient city of 12345678. ter at once and find the cause. It is
"What did ye do then, matey?" asked
in
some
The
the
1
way.
so
usually
clothing
At tho station there was no 1 2 3,
one of the patients.
on
the
will
hose
be
put
supporters
hired a 1 23 4 with a'man to drive. Od
"I never disputes none with sharks,"
is front-and
easiset way-and that
arriving I wanted first to visit some fastened to the underwaist. This makes said tbe sailor. "I let him have the
Weekly.
works of 2 3 4, so I asked the first per- a
pull on the chest and drags it over. It leg."—Harper's
son I met, who looked like a veritable takes
only just a little more pull than on
A man purchased some red flannel
6 G 7, and to judge from her seeming the back, and down drops the chest.
shirts, guaranteed neither to shrink nor
Are the bands around the waist welgh- fade. He reminded the clerk
6 7 8 she might hare lived there a hunforcibly of
are
the
that
made
to
bold
oo
muscles
But she proved a good ing
dred years.
that guaranty some weeks later.
not
the
so
that
are
strong
they
body,
"Have you bad any such difficulty
guide, and 1 spent a pleasant day In up
enough to work when so much is put on with them?" the clerk asked.
12340678.
them?
"No," replied the customer: "only
The body gives way under the drag of the other morning when I was dressing,
No. 422.—Word Square.
an ill-fitting coat collar, which is always
wife said to me 'John, when did you
1. A coin formerly used In southern too thick. Be sure that there is no pull my
that pink coral necklaoe?' "
get
3. The plural or weight on the back of the neck.
Europe. 2. Custom
When nothing pulls the young spine
form of a kind of prisou in which one
Arthur—They say, dear, that people
4. A over or presses it down, and the proper who live together get to look alike.
sometimes keeps a little pet.
muaclea are allowed to hold it up, the
Kate—Then you must consider my
deputy, δ. Quickly angered.
back will be straight and flat. Want of refusal as final.
the
of
drag
pure air to fill the lungs and
No. 423.—Rebus Puzzle.
badly arranged clothing have given many A RELIGIOUS AUTHOR'S STATEa child an incurable hump or a narrow
MENT.
sunken chest for life.
Rev. Joseph H. Feepermao, Salisbury,
N. C., who is the author of several books,
Happiness at Home.
writes: "For several years I was afflictProbably nineteen-twentietbs of the ed with kidney trouble and last winter I
happiness we shall ever have in this was suddenly stricken with a severe pain
world we shall get at home. The inde- in
my kidneys and was confined to bed
pendence that comes to a man when his eight days unable to get up without aswork is over, and he feels that he has
sistance. Uy urine contained a thick
run out of the storm into the quiet harwhite sediment and I passed same frebor of home, where he can rest in peace
quently day and night. I commenced
with bis family, is something real.
taking Foley's Kidney Remedy, and the
It does not make much difference
pain gradually abated and finally ceased
whether we own our own house, or have
and my urine became normal. I cheerone little room, we can make that little
recommend Foley's
Kidney
We can people it fully
room a true home.
Remedy." F. A. Shurtleff Jt Co.
with such moods, we can turn to it with
such sweet fancies, that it will be fairly
Tom—"I ate some of the cake she
luminous with their presence, and will made just to make myself solid."
be the very perfection of a home.
Dick—"Did you succeed?"
Tom—"I couldn't feel any more solid
Àgainst this home none of us should
should
ever
We
always if I bad eaten concrete or building
transgress.
treat each other with courtesy. It is stone."
often not bo difficult to love a person as
What word is this?
The "pure food law" is designed by
it is to be courteous to him.
Courtesy is of far greater value and a the Government to protect the publio
Staying Up Late.
more royal grace than some people now- from injurious ingredients in both foods
One evening when my bedtime came
adays seem to think. If we will but be and drugs. It is beneficial both to the
I didn't want to go.
courteous to each other we will soon publio and to the çonscientious manu80 mother said I might stay up
learu to love each other more wisely, facturer. Ely's Cream Balm, a successFor just this once, you know.
profoundly, not to say lastingly, than we ful remedy for cold in the head, nasal
And so 1 stayed and stayed and stayed
catarrh, bay fever, etc., containing no
ever did before.
Through all the night. 1 think,
injurious drugs, meets fully the requireAnd never went to bed at all
A Few Fashions.
ments of the new law, and that fact is·
Nor slept a little wink.
More popular than ever is the sleeve- prominently stated on every package. It
lees dress. It is invading all types of contains noue of the injurious drugs
But when at last the sun arose,
A-shlnlng warm and red.
wear, from the most elegant evening which are required by the law to be
on
mentioned on the label. Hence you can
1 found 1 had my nighty
toilette to the simple walking suit.
And was sitting up In bed.
The Princess ball dress without sleeves use it safely.
—St Nicholas.
can be pointed to as one of the latest
productions of the most important is Scribbles—I understand young Rhymer
Key to the Puzzler.
doing much better than formerly in
dressmakers. The bodice is
frankly
No. 410.—Endless Chain: 1. Erin. 2. decollete, or merely opens in front, in the poetry lioe.
Dribbles—Why, he told me hadn't
Inly. 8. Lyra. 4. Racy. δ. Cyma. β. heart form, quite dowu to the waist line.
Maze. 7. Zeus. 8. Used. Θ. Edit 10. The lower part of this space is filled up written a line for six months.
Scribbles—Yes, he told me the same
ttem. 1L Emew. 12. Ewer. 13. Erin. by a lace ruffle which begine half way up
the figure. A quite novel and pretty thing.
No. 411.—Enigma: Bead.
effect is the result of this arrangement.
How can any person risk taking some
No. 412.—How Many Children: SevThe dress is completed by long lace
unknown cough remedy when Foley's
in children: six boys and a girl.
sleeves matching the ruffle.
Honey and Tar costs them no more? It
No. 413.—Pictured Games: Hide and
Elegant dinner toilettes with low ia
a safe remedy, contains no harmful
Seek, Ring Around a Rose-E, Tennis. bodice, completed by a guimpe, and
and cures the most obetinate
drugs,
of
bnt
sleeves
plain
long tight-fitting
Croquet. Football.
and oolds. Why experiment with
coughs
fads.
fashionable
fine
are
other
net,
No. 414.—Riddle:
Camel. Carmel. very
health? Insist upon having the
On these sleeves and guimpe there is no your
Caramel.
Foley's Honey and Tar. F. A.
genuine
a
of
not
even
tuck.
sort,
any
No. 415.
Hidden Foreign Cities: trimming
Shurtleff & Co.
The fashion of unlined skirts has beLyons, Bath. Rome, Loudon, Paris.
come so general and appears so likely to
"I do miss Mrs. Jones. 8he told me
No. 416.-Anagram: Rats. tare. tear, be maintained that it will possibly have
all the news of the parish."
irts. star
an influence on the texture of fabrics for
"Ob, that was only gossip—no truth io
at least the beginning of the coming sea-, it."
son.
Very transparent materials are not
"Well, there, I liked to 'ear it. Truth
SIMPLE REMEDY FOR LA GRIPPE.
suited to this new mode, except in the or
lies, 'twas all news to me."
La grippe coughs are dangerous as case of
evening dresses. It is, therefore,
they frequently develop into pneumonia. considered probable that the woolen
Don't suffer with Sprains, Strains,
Foley's Honey and Tar not only stops fabrics of medium weight, as well as cot- Bruises or Pains, but use Blbodine Rheuthe oough but heals and strengthens the ton and
linens, will be adopted for gen» matic Liniment and you will be relieved
lnngs so that no serious results need he era! wear, satin retaining its present in a minute. 25c. and 50c. a bottle. The
feared. The genuine Foley's Boney and favor for more
dressy purposes. Quite Bloodine Co., Ino., Boston, Mats.
Tar containa no harmful drugs and is in sheer materials are reserved more for
a yellow package.
Refuse substitutes.
Merchant—Mark those shirts 13 each.
evening, where the long trailing skirts,
P. Â. Shurtleff & Co.
Clerk—The oost price is only sixtyworn over one of satin and of
four cents.
will continue to be the rule.
Knicker— Maxim baa invented a noise- length,
Don't our
Merchant—I don't care.
For tailored suits, buttons and straps
less gun.
advertisements
are much employed,
in
say that we are selling
together and
Bocker—Can he invent one that a fool
quite an original manner, as, running regardless of cost?
knows is loaded?
the entire length of the skirt, they serve
Hawk! Hawk! Hawk! your life away to impart a tablier effect to the front.
"My three year old boy was badly
if you prefer to rather than curing that Both are generally of blaok satin, though constipated, had a high fefer and was In
terrible case of Catarrh
by taking they serve to trim suits of oolored wool- an awful condition. I gave him two
Bloodine, which will cure you. Large en .materials. The jacket has similar doses of Foley's Orino Laxative and the
bottles 50c., samples mailed for 10c. The trimmings, in the form of facings on the next morning the fever was gone and he
was entirely well.
front and sleeves.
Bloodine Co., Inc., Boston, Mass.
Foley's Orino LaxaFor walking oostumes our leading tive saved bis life." A. Wolkush, Casi"So he has ceased to be ber ideal?"
dressmakers are employing quite as mer, Wis. F. A. Shurtleff ά Co.
"He has."
much serge and oheviot as they do
"You're so vain, Maria," he said, "that
"What disagreeable thing did he do?" cloth.
"Married another girl."
The vogue of the thrèe-piece suit this I believe if you were going visiting in
if
season is responsible for the number that heaven you would ask the angels
Foley's Kidney Remedy will oure any are being shown in the new lines. Many wings were on straight."
case of kidney or bladder trouble that is
"Yes, dear," was the reply: "and Td
of the dresses of these three-pieoe suita
not beyond the reach of medicine. Cures
have sleeves and yokes of dyed net or be so sorry because you oould never get
backache and irregularities that If negchiffon to match. A few have the en- there to
lected might result in Bright's disease or
tire waist of some sheer material of the
Bloodine Ointment cures Piles, Ecdiabetes. F. ▲. Shurtleff & Co.
same shade, but this is sewed on to the
zema, Salt Rheum, Old Sores, Fever
skirt
so
as
to
The
have a one-pieoe dress.
For years a friend of the Free Press
Sores, Itch and all Skin Irritation, 60c. a
has given his leisure to gathering nn- idea in all theae garments is to keep to box, mailed by The Bloodine Co., Ino.,
the
that
one-color
scheme.
It
is
seldom
usuai obituary notices, epitaphs and
Boston, Mass.
poetry. His collection is a large one and white yokes or sleeves are seen, and a
combination of two different colors is
"I saw a perfect dream of a hat tohaa many Interesting items.
An epitaph for the authenticity of not at all desirable.
day," said Mrs. Musthaveit.
The pkirt which is an accompaniment
which he vouches reads:
"Well, just remember that you're no
"Tears will not bring her back : there- to a suit is usually made with three or sleeping beauty," replied Musthaveit,
more gores.
It is ont with bnt little who was in an ugly mood."
fore we weep."
flare, and in a way to make the hips ap-

coffee, and

"From the end· of tb· earth." be declared. "But If It could only be now,
dear heart/*
*1
The tears were on her cheeks.

"Cut out stomaoh. It is completely
"It's a pretty song." she said graveworn out and baa a well-developed canI should like to see the com·
Besides he won't bave much use ly, "and
cer.
for it hereafter, as it will take all bia edy."
"If you will let me take you to town
earnings for a long time to come to pay
his hospital bill.
you can see everything," he Informed

eqrni

Maine.

util Parle,

will lend pleasant aid to the
who wants to grow thinner. She

Oranges

woman

Uric-0

It is composed of perfect
the system.
antidotes for the rheumatic acid poison
in the system, and the secret of its wonderful success lies in the fact that it is

Norway. Maine.

GOODYEAR designed

—

To Orow Thin.

never

! seeks out the Rheumatic poison in the
GE!«IS, WATCHES. CLOCKS blood, muscles and kidneys, renders it
AMD 1EWELKY.
in**rt and harmless and drives it out of
With Dr. Parmetiter,

shine directly into his eyes or fall upon
bia face.
He has neither pigment in his tender
sain nor hair on the top of hia pink little
head to protect him againat the light
"Confound them mudholes anyway!"
raye. It is little short of oruelty to
She cried, to anger stun*.
animala to lay an unfortunate little baby
Bhe did not realize Just then
on hie back in a trough-like perambuShe made me with her tongue.
deep and well
buegJ.
All out of patience with herself
that he cannot even squirm; to
padded
Because of awkwardness.
load him down with clothing and wraps,
Bhe changed her wet, bedraggled clothe·
or even actually strap him down, so that
And put me 'neath her dress.
he can lift neither hand nor foot, and
Then sat she down, with book In hand.
then to wheel him about for hours with
To study for a space
his little face turned op to the full glare
between
And stuck me carelessly
of the light, and even the direct rays of
The leaves to mark the plaoe.
the sun.
Here is where the foundation of many
Her sudden fall was due to me.
a omo of headache, of irritable nerves,
Yet when she went to bed
then
me
of fretfulnees-—with its accompanying
8he quite forgave and put
Beneath her tired head.
indigestion and sleeplessness—is laid.
Look at the faces of these poor little
No. 419.—Watch Puzzle.
human cocoons and you will see, three
times out of five, that, while they are
bravely trying to make the best of It and
accept it good humoredly, their tiny
countenances are wrinkled into one universal frown of perplexity and protest.
By all means get the baby into the
°p«n »·«·. day and night, but see to it
that his eyes are protected from the
direct glare either by hood or sunshade,
or by turning his back to it.—Ex.
as she rose and turned to go
She made mo with her foot.
And in the dirt ungracefully
She took a humble seat

But

the Uric and Rheumatic

long as

Coldki, Oxford Demoom, Sooth Parla, Me.

ance of tbe surgeon· to accompany a
hypothetical patient to the hospital,
Bible* Hate Light.
which might read something like this:
One thing which we must learn to ap""Amputate rheumatic right leg and
No. 417*—Word Puzzle.
preciate and reapeot in the babj is his- graft on a new one.
consiststrict
a
I em
disciplinarian,
attitude toward light. Thi« ia widely
"Cut out kidneys, whioh are developlog of eight letters, and in me may b« different from onra. Light ia one of ing Bright1· disease, and transplant
attractive sound
found—a consonant in Problems, a fa- the moat atimulating and
ones, preferably from a healthy
miliar oame for mother, to impair, an things in the world to aa, and the bright, young hog.
tot
but to a poor blinking
er the
"Reverse circulation of the blood In
emporium, a bird, dexterity, a whlt« of a better;
It ia as dazzling and irritating tbe thyroid glands to produce hyperemetal, a personal pronoun, a preposi- « it baby
to
ia grateful
us.
mia and thus reduce diseased condition.
tion, a prong, a snare.
His chief objection to the new world
"Overhaul the intestines and patch
id which be finds himself, if he oonld where needed.
The rest of him ia hardNo. 418.—Enigma.
beaatao
"It'a
would
it
In
be,
word·,
put
ly good enough to stand the ezpenae of a
In springtime, when the gardon path*
He is bora a caveman in more new set.
iy light.
In turbid pools abound,
While the room which
aenaea than one.
'Overhaul circulatory system, replac8h· out me from a potted plant
be occupies should get plenty of suning unserviceable veins and arteries with
And stuck mo In tho ground.
to
allowed
be
never
shine, this should
Put in a new heart only If
new ones.

but it is sure to break out somewhere
The only true way to cure Rheuelse.
matism is to drive it from the system,

All Work

HOMEMAKEBJ? COLUMN.

Surgical Poulbflitto.
Th· family physician of the near
future, Mja the Technical World Maga·
sine, can be pictured In tbe mind'· eye
making ont a work sheet for the guld-

I

What table has no legs to stand on?
The multiplication tabic.
How were Adam and Eve prevented
froui gambling? They lost their para·
Ala· (pair of dice).

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

Clttustn sod btantiflM th· hair.
PromoU· ft luxumnt growth.
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